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Public sees
business
loop plan
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

of Murray-Calloway County campaign goal of $325,000 at
Volunteers helped announce the 2005-06 United Way
ation at the Curris Center.
Tuesday night's annual Campaign Kick-Off and Volunteer Celebr

Local United Way sets 2005-06
goal, honors volunteer work
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
A goal is a goal or it wouldn't
be a goal. While that seems like
a riddle, the United Way of
County
Murray-Calloway
knows the answer lies within a
community which has answered
the call time and time again.
night's
Tuesday
At
and
Kick-Off
Campaign
Volunteer Celebration at the
Curtis Center, United Way officials announced their 2005-06
goal of $325,000. which is
$20,000 more than that of 200405. Executive Director Peggy
Billington said that the goal was
an ambittotts-enc, which is what
she likes to see.
"It's the most ambitious one
we've ever tried. But we have to
be more ambitious. There are so
many needs," she said following
the ceremony. "I'd like to see us
reach that $400,000 mark. We
need to be ambitious and I have
a passion for that. I'm on fire to
get them."
Campaign chair Keith Travis
said United Way is already off to
a good start through the success
of this summer's Freedom Fest
concessions, which raised some

$20,000.
"It gives
us a boost to
getting started," he said,
adding. the
is
goal
"based on
needs."
Meeting
Cronin
those needs
being
and
able to make a difference were
common themes throughout the
evening, beginning with the
keynote speech by Murray State
University head men's basketball coach Mick Cronin. Cronin,
who previously served as an
assistant at the universities of
Cincinnati and Louisville, talked
about giving and how that point
hit home through watching
Cardinal head coach Rick
Pitino.
"I'd never met someone so
happy," Cronin told the ballroom crowd of Pitino. "He's the
happiest person because he's the
most giving."
Cronin, an associate head
coach under Pitino from 2001 to

on the nearby areas as the city
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
moves forward with its business
Staff Writer
loop plan. About 30 people
Robert Overby studied a map came for the informal questionof a proposed bypass that will and-answer
Geotech
with
cut through his property near the Engineering representatives.
intersection of Glendale Road
The maps also will be availand Fourth Street for nearly an able for viewing from 8 a.m. to 5
hour Tuesday. It's not so much p.m. for the next two weeks at
that he minds giving up about 50 city hall on North Fifth Street. „
feet along the road that would Public input is encouraged.
alleviate truck traffic from the
The loop would help alleviate
main thoroughfares, but rather traffic on the southeast side of
he wanted to have a grasp on the city, especially for truck trafwhat he needs to do next.
fic from industries like Briggs &
Overby has storage in a Stratton, Kenlake Foods and
building on one of half a _dozen Morningstar. The plan calls for a
lots the city will need to acquire road from the intersection of
at least a portion of to proceed Glendale Road and Fourth
with building a 1.4-mile, two- Street to bypass the courthouse
lane business loop that allows square to connect with the intertraffic to better access the east section of Industrial Road and
side of the city from the south.
Ky. 94. Traffic coming into
"It's obvious they are going Murray from Ky. 121 South
to take some of my property, would also be able to bypass
including the building. I'm just downtown and 12th Street contrying to figure out the time- gestion.
line," Overby said, pointing at
"Lord knows we need this
one of three maps that illustrated bypass," Mayor Tom Rushing
the proposed route. "I don't said at the beginning of the
have any problem with the proj- meeting. "Hopefully we can
ect"
start on that will be successful
An informational meeting not only to the east but eventualTuesday at Murray City Hall ly to the west."
gave residents a chance to see
the potential engineering impact

•See Page 2A

Sunny On The Inside
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

Thelma Wa;ford was honored with the Kathie Gentry
of
Lifetime Achievement Award by the United Way
late
her
and
her
of
work
the
for
County
Murray-Calloway
stuhusband, the Rev. Early Warlord, with international
dents.

II See Page 2A

Wet weather wraps up for now
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
All Calloway County roads closed due to
fallen trees and flash flooding during the
passage of the remnants of Hurricane
Katrina Tuesday have re-opened.
Jodie Brooks, director of the Calloway
County Road Department, said his agency
responded to the 32 tree reports from
Tuesday, not counting trees encountered
while going to and from such reports. By
mid-afternoon, most of those matters had
been solved.
As for county roads being under water, he
said he had heard of around nine having had
water over them, but by late afternoon those
waters had begun to recede. He said this
morning that one or two still had had water
issues Tuesday evening, but believed a

Kentucky Lottery
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Jr. Food Mart #4
1362 Main St.• Muffs!

0

check of those today would reveal those
were now clear as well.
As for rainfall, John Ed Scott, an observer for the National Weather Service's
Paducah Office, reported today that the
Murray area received around 3.25 inches of
rainfall since Monday morning, with graphics from the NWS office in Paducah showing southeastern-most portions of the county receiving as much as four inches. Scott
said, combined with rains that had fallen on
the community earlier, particularly from
strong storms last week, this ups the August
total to between eight and nine inches.
He said around an inch was received during thunderstorms in advance of Katrina that
moved through the region Monday morning
and stayed active in the Murray-Calloway
County area until early afternoon. It was
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those rains that caused major havoc is nearby Christian County as the roof of Christian
County High School in Hopkinsville collapsed under the weight of as much as six
inches of rain and contributed to the death of
a Hopkinsville girl who drowned after being
swept into a storm drain.
NWS graphics showed Central Christian
County as having received as much as nine
to 10 inches through 4 p.m. Tuesday. Scott
said the rest of the rainfall was had from
bands of Katrina's remnants as the system
plowed northward from the Gulf Coast.
Those bands began affecting Murray
shortly after midnight Tuesday. By 12:30
am., Calloway County was placed under a
flash flood warning by the NWS' Paducah

•See Page 3A

Forum relatively quiet
on Murray school tax
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent
Board of Education heard nothing from tax payers and deliberated for only 10 minutes before
unanimously deciding to hold

the line on taxes for the 2005-06
school year during a specialcalled public forum Tuesday
night.
Board Chairman Richard

II See Page 2A
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PoliceFireSheriffsUNS
Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 1303 Overby St. at 8:55 a.m. Tuesday
The items were returned.
• An injury accident was reported one mile west of West View
Nursing Home at 3.56 p.m Tuesday Murray Fire Department
also responded.
• Cnminal mischief was reported at Murray Country Club at 8 a.m.
Monday Extra patrol was requested because four-wheelers were
causing damage to the greens.
•A theft was reported at 1:09 p.m. Monday.
• A juvenile was charged with receiving stolen property less than
$300
Murray State University Police Department
• Tammy Cooper of Murray was cited for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia at 16th Street and
Waldrop Drive at 3:40 p.m Monday.
Murray Flre Department
• A transformer fire was reported at Ninth and Poplar streets at
2:34 a.m. Tuesday. Firefighters on the scene until 3:23 a.m. A
limb was caught in the power lines.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A gun and other items were reported stolen overnight from a
truck on Radio Road at 752 a.m. Monday.
•A theft from a vehicle overnight on Radio Road was reported at
7:54 a.m. Monday.
• A possible theft from a vehicle overnight on Radio Road was
reported at 8:21 a.m. Monday.
• A theft from a vehicle on Stone Crop Drive was reported at 8:29
a.m. Monday.
• An incident report was taken after a caller reported a burglary
over the weekend at 8:50 a.m. Monday.
• Wildcat One Stop on Pottertown Road reported a gas drive off
at 9:57 a.m. Monday. A white male was driving a red pickup truck
with tinted back glass.
•A theft from a vehicle on Stone Crop Drive was reported at 11:35
ERIC WALK E R/1.edger 8 Times photo a.m. Monday.
•A weight bench was reported stolen from Tooters on Third Street
Honored volunteers from United Way agencies were recognized for their work at Tuesday night's United Way
of in Hazel at 11:40 a.m.
Monday.
Murray-Calloway County Campaign Kick-Off.
• A theft was reported on Radio Road at 1:28 p.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the department to report a theft on Radio
Road at 2:21 p.m. Monday.
• Two more thefts from vehicles on Radio Road were reported at
4:37 p m. and 4:49 p.m. Monday.
• A bicycle was reported stolen from Dee's Street in Hazel at 7:48
happy, but "we should be motivated. As the
From Front
Main Street Youth Center: David p.m. Monday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
community grows. the needs grow too."
Hudspeth
2003 when he took the Murray State posiand citations from various agencies.
Honors and awards were also presented
Humane Society: Candace Miller
tion, said two episodes played a major last night. They included the Kathie Gentry
Girl Scouts: Terry Olson
impact in his life. One, he joked, was when Lifetime Achievement Award which went to
Gentry House: Denise Schuttler
UofL trailed Cincinnati by 30 points, Pitino Thelma Warlord. a retired special education
Calloway CounO, Adult and Family
gailhotiwn out of the game and gave the teacher-witoi-*long with-her-late husband. Education: Jackie West
reins to Cronin the rest of the game.
the Rev. Earl Watford:served-international
Big Brothers/Big Sisters: Dr. Roger
The other was in getting a $15,000 bonus students at Maray State University in Weis
one day after the basketball program was numerous capacities including teaching
4-H: Ray and Wilda Jetton
awarded a $48.000 academic bonus. Pinta) English as a second language.
Industries and major contributors to
told his associate head coach to divide the
Volunteers of the Year for each United United Way were also recognized and
money among the staff.
Way-served agency included:
included: BB&T, Briggs & Stratton.
"The joy and feeling for life and passion
Senior Citizep: Bettye Calvert
Heritage Bank, KenLake Foods, The
... that's fueled by being such a giving indiAmerican Red ('rues: Dee and Harold Murray Bank. Murray-Calloway County
vidual." Cronin said.
Minter
Hospital. Murray Transit Authority, Pella
He also said having the opportunity to
Rape Crisis Center: Jennifer Gay
Corp.. Regions Bank. S Bank. Wal-Man.
live in a community like Murray and
Need Line: Saresa Davis
and Wehasto.
Calloway County should make people
Merryman House: Carolyn Stubblefield

•United Way ...

Prosecutor: Special grand jury investigation will continue
FRANKFORT. Ky. tAP) -Gov. Ernie Fletcher may wish to

put the attorney general's personnel investigation behind him,
but a prosecutor said the probe
by the grand jury he refused to
testify before will continue.
NOTICE
Fletcher was the first witness
II The Calloway County Called before the Franklin
Board of Education will con- County
special grand jury on
duct a public hearing at 6 p m
Tuesday
— the morning after
Thursday at the district's central office on College Farm the governor pardoned everyone
Road concerning the recently but himself who could he
charged in the investigation.
approved 4 percent tax hike
Anybody wishing to voice an Fletcher's appearance with the
grand jury lasted less than three
opinion on the issue is invited
to attend For more informa- minutes.
tion, contact the Calloway
Indeed, the grand jury ss ill
central office at 762-7300
continue its work, undaunted by
II The Murray Independent the pardons, prosecutor Scott
AP Photo
Board of Education's regularly Crawford-Sutherland
told Gov. Ernie Fletcher and his wife.
Glenna. are followed by
scheduled board meeting reporters.
attorneys Jim Neal in red tie, and Kent Westberry in green
Sept 8 has been changed to
"If the executive branch were
Sept. 15. The meeting will
tie,
after appearing before a special grand jury looking
able
to tell the judicial branch to
also be moved from the
Into the hiring practices of his administration Tuesday in
stop
its
work,
you
could
sec
all
Carter Administration Building
manner of evil that could he Frankfort, Ky.
to Murray Middle School.
II To report a Town Crier covered up. swept under the
indictments, and ultimately. a
mg." he said. "And that obvi- of government was set up."
item call 753-1916
That could lead to more final grand jury report on its
ously is not the way our system
findings, he said.
The special grand jury has
been investigating Fletcher's
administration since May.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Town Crier

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

29, 2005 AT 2:00 P.M.
AT 557 APPLEWOOD ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
557 APPLEWOOD ROAD - MURRAY, KY 42071
• 4V 10Ina
I
irgtalte
'•• tar "

1111111.01110,
I hi is a brick house consisting of 1 535 square fed south of Murray. KY off S.R. 121 S. It is composed of a living room.
hen and dining room. two hedroomss. one bath. and laundry area This would be an excellent buy for an investor
!Ai:rested in rental property or for resak after repairs
P.1), WM 11

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Thursday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
upper 80s.
LOW: Thursday night
will be partly
cloudy with lows
in the lower 60s.

HIGH:

89
If

62

the 1. urreni ?ear property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser

•Loop ...
From Front
Overby. who owns Overby's
Two Wheel Sound, has lived in
Murray since 1961 with his
Calloway County native wife,
Rita. Without hesitation, he said
he sees the need for a road to
alleviate some traffic on
Murray's main north-south thoroughfare.
"Oh my gracious," he said.
"It hasn't been that long since
12th Street was just a two-lane
road with houses."
A nearly $I million federal
grant awarded in January 2004
to help fund the $2.5 million
project. City Administrator Don
Elias said he hopes to receive
more federal assistance for the
business loop because several
local projects, including Ky. 80
and Ky. 121, have state dollars
tied up.
Elias said having the project
started could help more federal
grants come in.
"People are able to see a real
product," he said, pointing to the
maps. "We'll be providing this
road if the money is available."
Construction will start with
the two major intersections of
the business loop at Glendale
and Fourth on the south side and
industnal Road and Ky. 94 on
the east side. "We'll start with
those turn lanes because those
will benefit the community
regardless of what happens."
Elias said.

City officials will use federal
procurement requirements for a
few residential properties and a
couple commercial lots, mostly
at the two main intersections.
They hope to begin the appraisal process to acquire the necessary land after the first of the
year once the design plans are
finalized by the end of the year.
The business loop, which
engineers said will be almost
identical to Mayfield's bypass.
also will have intersections at
East Sycamore Street and Old
Concord Road. The East
Sycamore intersection will give
emergency vehicles access to
the new road, which will have
10-foot shoulders, including 8
feet of paved space.
Geotech had sent out 25 to 30
letters to residents and businesses that would be directly impacted or nearby any construction.
Project Manager Kevin Crider
said most of the property owners
most heavily impacted. such as
Overby, had discussions with
Geotech representatives. Some
residents had minor corrections,
such as property lines not correctly drawn. The engineers next
step is to actually shoot all the
property corners.
"We look at these all day
long," Crider said of the maps,
"so we know what the design is.
At public meetings we get information to help get it finalized."

BOB

Minimum acceptable hid tor this property is S39.951.00.

CORNELISON

Sn open house will he held on Thursrilav September 29. 2005 from 1:30 to 200 p.m.
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger 8 Times
Geotech Project Manager Kevin Crider, center, and
designer Rick Slankard, right, talk with a resident about
the proposed business loop that wilt help alleviate traffic
coming from the south traveling toward the industries on
the east side of the city.
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•Tax ...
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Crouch. Vice chairman Jerry
Duncan, and hoard members
Stuart
Alexander.
Donnie
Winchester, and Laura Pitman
voted to freeze the school tax
levy of 49.9 cents per $100 of
assessed value on real property,
50.1 cents on personal property,
and 54.4 cents on motor vehicles.
-These are the same rates that
we had last year," said Acting
Superintendent Bob Rogers
after the vote.
Only three persons attended
the forum; all school district
employees or volunteers.
"We're just not raising
taxes," Crouch said when asked

•• -

-•

0. 0.

• G.

•
•
•it

whether the move indicated the
district was on firm financial
footing for the coming year and
additional funding was not
needed.
According to district projections, the rates will bring in $
1,557,800 from the levy on real
property. $259,560 from the rate
on personal property, and
approximately $200,000 from
the motor vehicle levy. An
increase of about $131,000 is
anticipated from rising property
values.
The district is expi.cted to
approve a budget of around $10
million for the school year during the regularly scheduled
meeting on Sept. 15.

4110.410 411.•
••••
• •
•••
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AP Photo
through
passed
Katrina
after
a
,
day
,
Tuesday
Floodwaters from Hurricane Katrina cover a portion of New Orleans La.,
the city.
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8. Times photo

crisis deepens in New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Heliapters dropped sandbags
on two broken levees as the
water kept rising in the streets.
The governor drew up plans to
evacuate just about everyone
left in town. Looters ransacked
stores. Doctors in their scrubs
had to use canoes to bring supplies to blacked-out hospitals.
New Orleans sank deeper
into crisis Tuesday, a full day
after Hurricane Katrina hit.
"It's downtown Baghdad,"
said tourist Denise Bollinger,
who snapped pictures of looting
in the French Quarter. "It's
insane."
The mayor estimated that 80
percent i44ew Grieflira, ‘yas
countless;pornflooded,,ufhi
ber residniis were4stilf stranded on rooftop.
Hospitals were running out of
power and scrambling to find
places to take their patients. At
one clinic, broken glass littered
some areas and patients and staff
had fallen on floors slick with
floodwaters.
"It's like being in a Third
World country," said Mitch
Handrich, a registered nurse
manager at Charity Hospital,
where nurses were ventilating
patients by hand after the power
and then the backup generator
failed. Some 300 patients had
yet to be evacuated, but the
babies in intensive care had been
flown out.
"We're just trying to stay
alive," Handrich said.
Gov. Kathleen Blanco said
that everyone still in the city,
now huddled in the Superdome
and other rescue centers, needs
to leave. She said late Tuesday
she wanted the Superdome —
with no electricity or air conditioning — to be evacuated within two days.
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency is considering putting people on cruise
ships. in tent cities, mobile
home parks. and so-called floating dormitories — boats the
agency uses to house its own
employees.
Rescue teams were still picking up people throughout the
city Tuesday, leaving them on
island-like highway overpasses
and on a levee to wait to be

several neighborhoods and the
occasional building was in
flames.
On a grassy hill in the
Carrolton neighborhood, a
group of people watched the
water quickly rising in the street,
about a foot;an hour by some
estimates.
William Washington had
gone to bed in dry house
Monday night, well after the
hurricane had passed. The water
came up Tuesday after the levee
broke, and by afternoon his
home was flooded.
"We're trying to get to the
Superdome," Washington said
as he waited with neighbors.
"We're waiting for the National
Guard. The radio mentioned that
they would pick people up."

1-800-363-4720

From Front
office. That warning expired at 7
a.m., and no further warnings
were issued the rest of the day as
light showers persisted up to
around 2 p.m.
Rural
Kentucky
West
Cooperative
Electric
Corporation said power was lost
in several areas as Katrina
moved through Tuesday. David
Vaughn, a member service representative, said 3,000 customers reported outages in several counties with most of them
coming in Graves and Calloway.
By this morning, though, he said

most of the customers were back
on line.
"I can't say enough about the
dedication of the people we've
got," Vaughn said. "I would've
figured, from all the reports we
were getting, that we would've
been lucky to have had everybody back on by dark today.
Most of them, though, we had
by 4:30 this morning.
"Our rules say that our people can't work more than 24
hours, so they have to go home
at some point. It also says that,.
after 16, they can go home if
they want, but they won't do it.
They want to get the job done."

American statesmaaAP Photo
People wade in flood waters on Canal St. in New Orleans
Tuesday. They are among many who are stranded in the
after math of Hurricane Katrina.
Councilwoman
moved again. Eventually, they attacked,"
will end up in the Superdome, Jackie Clarkson said. "We're
to
where 15,000 to 20.000 people using exhausted, scarce police
refuge, said control looting when they
have taken
Louisiana National Guard Maj. should be used for search and
Gen. Bennett C. Landreneau. rescue while we still have peoOne person died at the ple on rooftops."
As Sen. Mary Landrieu flew
Superdome attempting to jump
over the area by helicopter, a
from one level to a lower one.
Among the evacuees are group of people smashed a win5,000 inmates from New dow at a convenience store and
Orleans and suburbs that need to jumped in.
At a drug store in the French
be moved. Officials were trying
people were running
Quarter,
how.
to figure out
The historic French Quarter out with grocery baskets and
appeared to have been spared coolers full of soft drinks, chips
the worst flooding, but its stores and diapers. One looter shot and
were getting the worst of human wounded a fellow looter, who
was taken to a hospital and surnature.
"The looting is out of control. vived.
Only rooftops Were visible in
The French Quarter has been

* Notice! *

Dave Hornback: Husband, Dad,"Popsy", golfer, teacher,
Senior Vice President...
nce to
When you're young, like Jackson, you need someone with experie
you
provide you with guidance. Same is true with your business. When
guidance
need financial advice for your new or expanding business, you need
your business
from an experienced commercial loan officer who knows you,
Dave
and your community. With almost 3 decades of banking experience.
get your
has the expertise to pull together all parts of the equation and
experience
business heading in the right direction. So, for a commercial loan
to
that seems as easy as child's play, take that short hop, skip and jump

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Enda. Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

Nathan Cave upheld the idea of chivalry Tuesday as he
provided an umbrella for his girlfriend and fellow Murray
State University student, Michelle Minter, whose own
umbrella had broken, as they faced the wind and rain of
Tropical Storm Katrina together as it passed through the
area Tuesday morning. Both Cave and Minter are frorn
DePauw, Ind. ,4

The Murray Bank. And just ask for "Popsy".

OR-display in nut"

HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
• Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

Ask about our commercial
or residential phone, sound
and security systems.
Over 100 years of
combined experience!
SALES I SERVICE I INSTALLATION

The

Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be
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FORUM
IN OUR OPINION

Prayers go out to
storm's victims
Asking for divine help isn't anything new in a time
of crisis, and that is certainly the case now.
Hurricane Katrina has caused numerous deaths,
injuries, loss of property, security and probably, in
some instances, faith. So it is in this time that we need
to lift up those who have been affected by this hurricane, as well as other disasters during this storm season, and their families in prayer.
Granted, Murray, Kentucky was brushed by Katrina,
hut let us remember that there are those living among
us who have loved ones in those areas hardest hit by
the storm. So, the effects aren't that far away after all.
Television images — and, yes, newspaper articles —
bring the scenes home. But in our daily lives, shall we
hope and pray that we are never so distance that we
can not — or do not — offer a helping hand — and
quiet prayer — to our brothers and sisters in need.

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Will Lester

ort shrinkse
Patriot Act—supplected
in foreign intelligenc
e

WASHINGTON (AP)
Fewer than half of Americans
know the purpose of the Patriot
Act, and the more they know
about it the less they like it,
according to a poll released
Monday.
Fewer than half of those
polled, 42 percent, are able to
correctly identify the law's
main purpose of enhancing surveillance procedures for federal
law enforcement agencies,
according to the poll conducted
by the Center for Survey
Research and Analysis at the
University of Connecticut.,
Almost two-thirds of all
Americans,64 percent, said
they support the Patriot Act.
But support dropped to 57 percent among those who could
accurately identify the intent of
the legislation.
The survey was intended to
take a closer look at the high
levels of public support the
Patriot Act has gotten in various
polls, said Samuel Best, the
center's director.
"The Patriot Act has been a
very visible piece of legislation," Best said."We wanted to
see if people had an understanding of the act that differentiated it from the war on terrorism generally."
"Most people don't distinguish the Patriot Act from the
war on terror in general." Best
said.
The House and Senate have
voted to extend provisions of
the Patriot Act that were set to
expire at the end of this .year.
making many of those provisions permanent. A conference
committee is scheduled to try
this fall to work out differences
in the House and Senate versions of the legislation.
Some provisions of the
Patriot Act are supported by a
solid majority, while others got
far less support.
The provision that permitted
federal agents:
II To use information col-

investigations for domestic
crime investigations was supported by 81 percent.
In'ro. monitor names and
addresses of Internet communications in criminal investigations was supported by 69 percent.
•To tap any telephone line
a terrorist suspect might use
rather than specifying particular
phone lines was supported by
62 percent.
IN To require libraries to turn
over records in terrorism investigations unbeknownst to the
patrons was supported by 53
percent.
•To require banks to turn
over records to the government
without judicial approval was
supported by 43 percent.
II To conduct secret searches
of Americans' homes without
informing the occupants for an
unspecified period of time was
supported by 23 percent.
The popularity of the law
seems to dwindle for measures
that intrude into Americans'
personal lives.
"Once people see these
things hit increasingly close to
home, they become more and
more troubled," Best said.
Three-fourths said they think
that law enforcement will frequently or occasionally use the
law to investigate crimes other
than terrorism. Almost as many,
72 percent, said they expect it
will be used to investigate legitimate political and social
groups. People are evenly
divided on whether the law has
prevented terrorist attacks.
While numerous polls have
indicated widespread support
for the Patriot Act, Best said his
research suggests "people are
pretty torn on where they
stand."
The results are based on
polling of 800 adults from Aug.
4-22 and have a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 3.5
percentage points.

OIL: A Political Football
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The White House has signaled
it is willing to tap the nation's
crude oil stockpile if needed to
help refiners whose supplies
were disrupted by Hurricane
Katrina. But the action won't
have much effect on soaring
gasoline
prices. As
fuel costs
keep rising.
President
Bush could
find himself
under
increasing
pressure
from both
Washington parties to do
more.
Today
As the
By Tom Raum
of
shutdown
Associated
oil platPress Wnter
forms,
refineries
and pipelines
drove energy prices to new
highs. Bush decided to end his
summer vacation on his Texas
ranch and return to Washington
on Wednesday to monitor hurricane recovery efforts.
Even before the powerful
storm ripped through the oilrich Gulf of Mexico. White
House advisers were blaming
Bush's slide in the polls at least
in part on high gas prices. And
lawmakers home for their
August break have been getting
an earful of complaints about
pump prices.
But the political reality —
for Bush and for the lawmakers
— is that there are few realistic
options for easing prices in the
short term. The storm damage

joins other factors that are
relentlessly pushing up prices,
including continuing war in
Iraq, tensions with Venezuela
and rising demand in China.
"In the next few months,
there's no upside," said economist Mark Zandi of
Economy.com, an economic
consulting service. "And this
winter, we're going to feel it
more noticeably as people pay
record gas prices and record
home-heating bills."
If repairs on oil production
sites take longer than expected,
it could generate severe oil,
gasoline and natural gas shortages, threatening the U.S. economy.
The crisis draws attention to
the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve, the nation's emergency
supply of 700 million barrels of
crude oil buried in salt caverns
in Texas and Louisiana.
Bush is expected to authorize
the release of just enough oil
from the reserve to help make
up for production losses directly
related to the powerful storm —
with a stipulation that the oil
later be replaced by oil companies with an even larger quantity.
With gasoline prices nearing
or surpassing $3 a gallon in
many areas, some lawmakers
want the president to go further
and open the stockpile's spigots
to help drive down prices.
The administration contends
that would defeat the purpose of
the reserve, which is to protect
the nation against supply disruptions like the Arab oil
embargoes of the 1970s.
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-
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N.Y., a leading advocate of
aggressively tapping the
reserve, disagrees.
"We have more oil in the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve
than we've ever had. It's full.
And using about 30 or 40 million barrels for a few months to
get the prices down will not
hurt us strategically," Schumer
said in an interview, adding, "I
think pressure will build- on
Bush.
Joining Schumer in a letter
to Bush urging action was
Republican Sen. Olympia J.
Snowe of Maine."Now is the
time to utilize our strategic
reserves to soften the blow" of
rising prices, she said.
Texas Republican Rep. Joe
Barton. chairman of the House
Energy Committee, also has
urged Bush to release oil from
the reserve to help protect the
economy.
Bush has long insisted that
the reserve be used just for
emergencies and not as a way
of easing prices, something he
accused President Clinton of
doing in 2000 in an effort to
help Vice President Al Gore's
presidential effcirt.
Most policy makers agree
there are ways to bring down
prices in the long term —
including production incentives
like those in the Bush-backed
energy bill passed by Congress
last month, construction of new
refineries, development of alternate fuels and various conservation measures.
But with global demand soon
expected to outstrip global supplies. the path of least resistance
right now for energy prices

seems up.
"I wish I could just snap my
fingers and lower the price of
gasoline for you," Bush told an
Arizona audience Monday.'
''The markets don't work that way. I'd be snapping if I could
do it."
There are some modest steps
the government can take that
could help, industry analysts
suggest. They include freeing,
up motor fuel supplies that,
under governmentsummergasoline regulatiogs are being
held in storage until Sept. 15,
and seeking to borrow gasoline
from European and other trading partners.
Frank Verrastro, director of
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies' energy
program, said the maximum
drawdown rate of the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve is 4.2 million barrels a day for the first
90 days. He said that could easily cover the output lost because
of the storm, estimated so far- at
about one million barrels a day.
The real problem is "the
refining bottleneck.... You don't
just turn them back on."
American University political scientist James Thurber said
that with the 2006 elections
approaching, the high energy
prices are a clear-cut political
issue. "Whether it's a crisis or
not depends on how long these
high prices are sustained," he
said.
Tom Raunt,has covered
national and international
affairsfor The Associated Press
since 1973.

648 Iraqi Shiites killed at religious procession

Obituaries
James Keith Wilson

By OASSIM ABDUL-ZAHRA
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Panic engulfed thousands ot
Shiites marching across a bridge
in a religious procession
Wednesday after rumors spread
that a suicide bomber was about
to attack, triggering a stampede
that killed 648 people.
Scores jumped or were
pushed to their deaths into the
muddy Tigris River about 30
feet below, while others were
crushed in the crowd. Most of
the dead were women and chilMinistry
Interior
dren,
spokesman Lt. Col. Adnan
Abdul-Rahman said.
It was the single biggest conEmil Mario Ferri
Emil Mario Fern, 73, Olive Street, Murray, died Tuesday, Aug. firmed loss of life in Iraq since
the March 2003 invasion.
30, 2005, at 10:50 a.m. at his home.
Tensions0 already had been
A tow boat pilot for Mays Towing Co. and
high in the procession
running
Missouri Barge Line for 52 years, he was a vet- in Baghdad's heavily Shiite
eran of United States Marine Corps, serving Kazimiyah district because of a
from 1950-54. He was a member of Memorial mortar attack two hours earlier
against the shrine where the
Baptist Church.
marchers were heading. The
he
Pa.,
h,
Pittsburg
in
Born Nov. 19, 1932,
was about a mile from the
shrine
and
Fern
Venterino
late
the
of
was the son
bridge.
Josephine Dwojakawski Ferri.
Abdul-Rahman said 648
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Joyce were killed and 322 injured.
Ferri
Scott Ferri; two sons, Bobby Luffman and wife, although figures from other offiLuffman, cial sources varied slightly.
Bill
Debbie, Murray, and
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Survivors were taken in ambuand private cars to severJeffrey Luffman and wife, April, Nathan lances
al hospitals, where officials
and
Murray,
of
all
Settles,
Luffman and Crystal
scrambled to compile accurate
Akelia Luffman, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.; three casualty figures.
great-grandchildren.
Prime Minister Ibrahim alThe funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the Jaafari, a Shiite, declared a
chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Dr. Jim Simmons three-day mourning period.
Thousands of people rushed
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
both banks of the river to
to
Thursday.
p.m.
8
to
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
for survivors, and baresearch
Expressions of sympathy May be made to Memorial Baptist chested men jumped in to try to
Church youth group or missions fund at 906 Main St., Murray, Ky.,. recover bodies.
Scores of bodies covered
42071.
with white sheets lay on the
sidewalk outside one hospital
Gene (Little Beagle) Darnell
because the morgue - was
Aug.
Gene (Little Beagle) Darnell, 46, Cary , Ill., died Monday,
jammed. Many of them were
29, 2005, at Northern Illinois Medical Center.
women in black gowns, as well
A native of Murray, Ky., he was the son of Wilma Darnell, of as children and old men.
Benton, Ky., and the late Eugene Darnell.
Sobbing relatives wandered
Mr. Darnell owned Custom Roofing Contracting and was a part- amid the dead, lifting the sheets
to try to identify their kin. When
ner at Foxdale Investments and Gutter Guardian Inc.
they found them, they would
one
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharla Phillips Darnell,
shriek in grief, pound their
Cary;
of
all
daughter, Jessica Darnell, and one son, Chad Darnell,
chests or collapse to the ground,
one sister, Mrs. Barbara Sue Webb, Benton.
sobbing.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Calvary Church in
Hundreds of thousands of
Mundelein, Ill., where he was a member. Entombment will follow in Shiites had been marching
Wmdridge 'M'emorial Park Mausoleum with Windridge Funeral across the bridge, which links

James Keith Wilson, 54, Elm Grove Road, Murray, died today,
Wednesday, Aug. 31, 2005, at 2:30 a.m. at his home.
A truck driver for Kirkland Trucking, he was of Baptist faith.
Born April 20, 1951,in Calloway County, he was the son of Erma
-„
Lee Wilson and the late Claude Wilson Jr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kathy _Miller Wilson, to whom
he was married July 8, 1981, in Murray; two daughters, Ms. Kasey
Lynn Wilson, Covington, Ga., and Mrs. Angela Carol Hopkins and
husband, Matt, Almo; one son, Darren Marshall and wife, Penny,
Almo; two brothers, Larry Wilson and wife, Cindy, and Kenneth
Wilson, all of Pans, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Brandon Elkins,
Jerod Belcher, Candice Belcher and Blake Hopkins.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after 4 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, Small Cell Lung Cancer Research, 3140 Parisa Drive.
Paducah, Ky., 42003.

Joe Elton Story
The funeral for Joe Elton Story will be Thursday at I p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. David Hendrickson will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oak Valley Church of
Christ, 289 Oak Valley Road. Benton, Ky., 42025, or Potter's
Children's Home, 2350 Nashville Road. Bowling Green, Ky.,
42101-4098.
Mr. Story, 75, Scale Road, Benton, died Sunday, Aug. 28, 2005,
at 11:50 p.m. in Murray.
A retired truck driver, he was a member of Oak Valley Church of
Christ.
His wife, Velma Jo English Story, and his father, Lex Story, both
preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Connie Story English and
husband, Loyd, one son, Roger Story and wife, Cathy. five grandchildren, Ricky English, Shane English, Jason Story, Adam Notes
and Justin Story, four great-grandchildren, laxson Story, Ja.ce Story,
one
Kinsey Story and Ethan Notes, his mother, Mrs. Launa Story,
law,
sister-inone
and
sister, Mrs. Bonnie Rose and husband, Jerry,
Mrs. Viva Harper, all of Benton.
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people were surrounding inc.
said survivor FaCillel Ali, 28,
barefoot and soaking wet. "We
heard that a suicide attacker was
among the crowd. Everybody
was yelling, so I jumped from
the bridge into the riser, swam
and reached the bank. I saw
women, children and old men
falling after me into the water."
Health Minister Abdultold
Mohammed
Mutalib
Iraqiya television that "there
was many cases of suffocation."
First reports suggested that
the bridge's railing collapsed,
but TV video showed the green,
waist-high railing undamaged.
Shiite processions, which can
draw huge crowds, are often targeted by Sunni extremists seeking to trigger sectarian war, so
worshippers are on guard for
trouble.
Mortar shells had exploded in
the shrine compound about two
hours earlier, killing at least
seven people. U.S. Apache helicopters fired at the attackers.
In March 2004 suicide
attackers struck worshippers at
the Imam Kadhim shrine and a
holy site in Karbala. killing at
AP photo least 181 overall.
untry's
i_
Of the
A boy is carried out of the Tigris River as thousands of
The head clericale
oup. the
Sunni
people rushed to both river banks to search for survivors,
in Baghdad, Wednesday. A railing collapsed on a bridge Association of Mus im Scholars,
a television that
packed with Shiite worshippers marching in a religious told Al-Jazeer
was
disaster
y's
Wednesda
procession, sending crowds tumbling into the river. At
he and somecatastrop
"another
.
least 648 people died, including women and children
thing else that could be added to
the list of ongoing Iraqi
othbridge,
the
fell
from
"Some
Baghdad's Shiite Kazimiyah
tragedies."
district with heavily Sunni ers fell on the barricades" and
"On this occasion we want to
death.
to
trampled
were
heading
Azamiyah. They were
our condolences to all
express
The barricades were placed
for the tomb of Imam Mousa alIraqis and the parents of the
the
to
keep
ago
months
there
Shiite
century
Kadhim, a 9th
martyrs, who fell today in
saint, about a mile from the extremists from both sectarian
over Iraq,"
communities from infiltrating Kazimiyah and all
span. _
al-Dhari.
flaith
cleric,
the
said
ood.
Television reports said about the other's neighborh
Elsewhere, a U.S. soldier was
found
they
said
later
Police
from
pilgrims
million
1
killed Tuesday by a roadside
Baghdad and outlying provinces no explosives - either on any
of
city
the
in
bomb
had gathered near the shrine for individual or in any cars parked
30 miles
about
yah,
Iskandari
the annual commemoration of nearby.
the military
"We were on the bridge. It south of Baghdad.
the saint's death.
said.
of
s
Thousand
Interior Minister Bayn Jabr was so crowded.
told state-run Iraqiya television
that the procession slowed at
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
security barricades about a quarbridge.
the
across
ter of the way
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COMMUNITY
'Veterans Recognition' will
be prior to football game

Emorsit

Center for Health &
Wellness hosting
events in September
The Center for Health & for Healthy Kids" on Monday,
Wellness will offer several edu- Sept. 12, from noon to 12:30
cational events during the p.m. at the Center for Health
month of September, which & Wellness. Participants will
will be offered to members, learn abut developing healthy
Murray-Calloway
County habits for kids including after
employees, as well as the gen- school snack ideas, ways to
eral community.
get more involved with your
The
Miracle
Moments child's health, and information
Maternity Center will offer Pre- on portion control of foods.
pared Childbirth Classes at the
On Tuesday, Sept. 13, from
Center for Health & Wellness noon to I p.m. join Rebecca
on Mondays, Sept. 6 and .12, Wright, MS, R.D, LD, to learn
from 7 to 9 p.m. Pre-registra- the important role of diet for
tion is required for the class- a healthy pregnancy. Women
es. For more information, to in the class, titled "Pregnanpre-register for the classes, or cy: Eating Healthy for You
to arrange for a personalized and Your Baby," will learn
tour of the Miracle Moments how to develop a healthy eatMaternity Unit, contact Deb- ing plan and how their diet
bie Graham at 762-1940.
can help them with several disThe Center for Diabetes will comforts and complications of
hold Diabetes Self-Management pregnancy. The class is recClasses in September at the ommended for women in their
Center for Health & Wellness. first trimester, so healthy eatThe classes will be on Tues- ing habits can be established
days, Sept. 6 and 7 and Sept. early in their pregnancy; but
.20 and 21, from 8 a.m. to any mother expecting is encour4:30 p.m. These classes are aged to attend. tall 762-1348
presented by the Center for to pre-register for this class.
Diabetes to help create aware- Registration forms are availness on the latest diabetic treat- able at the Murray Woman's
ments and self-management Clinic as well as the Center
techniques available. Particfr—for-Hcalth --&-Welittess. Therepants must pre-register by call
is a cost for this class.
ing 762-18096 or 1-800-822Skylar Cotton of A+ Karate
1840, ext. 1806.
will offer a Self Defense Class
Rebecca Wright, MS, RD, beginning Tuesday, Sept. 13,
LD, will offer an educational at the Center for Health &
session titled "Healthy Habits Wellness. The four-week class
will begin at 7:15 p.m. It is
aimed at preventing an attack
by educating participants to possible danger signs as well as
By D.K. Kelley
assessment and confidence pro-

FUN & FASHION

II See Page 7A

The Quarterback Club of Murray High
School and the Touchdown Club of Calloway County High School will host a "Veterans Recognition Night" prior to the football game between Murray and Calloway
on Friday at the Murray State University
Roy Stewart Stadium.
All veterans and their spouses are invited to attend the game. A reception in their
honor will be at 6 p.m. in the Racer room
at the stadium. Veterans are asked to enter
lo's
through the gate at the south end of the
Datebook stadium.
By Jo Burkeen
For more information contact David Foley,
Community
Kenny Collins or Rhonda Burks.
Editor

Glory Bound will be Thursday
The Hallelujah Singers, along with a duet of Laura and
Kent will be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church.
The public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need
Line will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-8124.

Alumni fraternity will meet
The Alumni Association of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will
meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Murray State University Alumni Center.

Dexter-Almo meet'
'rig Thursday

Norsworthy and Dunn

Due to the Labor Day holiday, the monthly meeting of the
Dexter-Alma water District has been changed to Thursday at
7 p.m. at the district water office, 351 Alma Rd., Almo.

Donna Norsworthy and Danny Dunn of Murray will exchange
wedding vows Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005, at 6 p.m.
The ceremony will be in the Friendship Garden„ located in
Country Club Estates, -located off Ky. Highway 121 North;
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
_actosi_front -the-former-Dutch Essenhaus. —
will meet Friday at 10:30 am. at Calloway Public Library.
No formal invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
are invited.
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Tiffany Bougher at 436-5657.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Need Line lists special needs

Murray-Calloway County
Need Line has listed special
needs to fill the needs of the
clients. Food needs are spinach.
dried beans, macaroni and
cheese, peanut butter, and oatmeal or dry cereal. Personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies

need is bath tissue. Cooler
needs are eggs and fresh produce. Also needed are large
brown paper bags. These items
may be taken to the Need Line
office Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For
information call 753-6333.

Turner/Snider Family reunion will be Saturday at Lake
Barkley State Park picnic pavilion. A potluck lunch will start
at noon. All relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Doc Turner at 753-6727.

Grogan reunion scheduled
The descendants of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grogan will
have a family reunion on Sept. 4 at the University Church of
Christ. A potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. For more
information call Charles T. Grogan at 759-3159.

Garden Department will meet

Photo Provided

The WNBS-1340AM and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors Student of the Week
Program has announced the Student of the Week for the week of Aug. 29 as
Andrew Kilby of Murray High School. Pictured in the photo are Rebecca Landolt,
Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realtor, Andrew Kliby, Amy Gannon, WNBS 1340AM
Representative, and Teresa Speed, Murray High School Principal.

The

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially tor small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local WOOdrIlt`n representative about a SIMPLE way to pmvide retirement benefits to your employees.

411,

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

HOME OFF1Ct OMAHA NUM kSA
1111111112proodimmaam

Shaft Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Many, KY 42071
270-753-4741
WI 270-203-7197

ttc mputt

The 4...ohnag Fry frerwisr Slimy

306 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Schedule for
"West Kentucky Journal"
Sat. & Sun., Sept. 3 & 4
8:00 a.m.; 12 Noon; 7:00 p.m.
Host Larry G Hun and Guests VFW
Members David Foley &
Bob McAllister
-Explatning the Vie11011 Trawling Wall
uning Sc Murrai in Sept & also presenting
proposed permanent Memorial cc
Chettnia Si Puri for all war veterans
Charter Channel 19 St
MedistCona Channel 8

e'w

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open
the new club year on Thursday with a potluck salad luncheon
at noon at the club house. The annual horticulture scholarship
to Murray State Univeisity will be presented. Joanna Adams
and Peggy Nieschlag are co-chairpersons for the department.

Russell Chapel Youth plan promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church Youth will have a
rebate day at Captain D's on Thursday. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for the youth when placing
their order.

Youth Center to open on afternoons
The Main Street Youth Center will be open Monday through
Thursday afternoons. The center, located at 513 South Fourth
St., Murray, will be open from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on those days
during the school year. For information call 753-8336 or 7531820.

MHS Class of 1965 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1966 will have its 40-year
reunion on Sept. 3 at The Big Apple, Murray. A social time
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. followed by dinner at 8 p.m. All
class members are invited. For more information contact Bill
Adams at 753-2495 or Janice Howe at 753-9217,

FALL READING/
WRITING LITERACY
PROGRAM

••

For Children K-5

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!

/

Chu Regabaed\
&Lid C0.4.624

Jessi Hargrove & Chris Ham
Andrea Hermann & Ronnie Seets
Jeanne Maddox & Matt Bumette
%aura Nance & Ray Watson
Dava Wrnebarger de Micah Miller

• Gajtir CpeClair • COTT?&OS •(reot S'43/cicis

Jason Hill In Miriam Rogers

•Appie Favorites • ilatteettecule Desserts
Lunch & Dinner Menus Available.
Children's Menu & Kid-Friendly Dining
ePrivat Dining Room For Parties & Receptions
Separate Bar Area
Two Non-Smoking Dining Rooms

reran
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Book signing will be Saturday

Turner/Snider reunion Saturday
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Murray's Playhouse in the Park will present J.R.R. Tollcien's
"The Hobbit" Thursday at 7 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. with a matinee at 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Reserve
tickets are available by calling 759-2199. For more information go to www.playhouseinthe park.net.

Calloway County native Cathy Carmode Lim will sign her
book, "Full Hands, Full Heart, Full Circle," on Saturday from
noon to 3 p.m. at Ginger's Hallmark, Murray. The book is a
first-person account of motherhood. Lim lives in Anniston, Ala.,
with her husband, Marce, and their three daughtet* - Brianna,
9, Marissa, 7, and Camille, 3. She is a 1988 Calfoway County High School graduate. For more information on the author
and her book, visit cathycarrnodelim.com.

Student of the Week
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Playhouse in the Park presenting tale

OPEN
LABOR
DAYI

Krista Doran & William Hatchet

Program provides children with positive reading experience;
•Ennances reading skills. writing, spelling, phonics & fluency
*Develops reading comprehension. vocabulary, oral reading or study skills
'Provides assistance with learning to read
Program provided by MSU'r Department of
Early Childhood & Elementary Education

band Ever-19 Tkursc1a‘9 Ni t!
September I - Skac:19 Grove
September 8 - Tbe Lizards

Coal is $90
iFees can be reduced based on financial need)
To apply or for more information, please call Nancy at

270-762-2500

CORNER OF 10TH Er ARCADIA • 759-8866
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Tracy Hathoxk In Jason Hale
Anne Watkins In David Wilson
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•Events ...

Northside Youth Supports CASA

Murrayans will be featured in concert

0

Council. She is a professional
musician and teacher, having
earned both a bachelor and
master degrees in flute performance. Swished has performed with the Paducah SymIrving,
Orchestra:
phony
Lewisville Lake and Richardson Symphony Orchestras of
Texas: Bloomington Pops and
Camerata Chamber Orchestra
of Bloomington, Ind.; and the
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra.
Rea teaches flute at Murray State University. Her debut
recording will be released soon
on the Centaur Record label.
She has performed as a soloist
in Italy, Germany, Japan, Peru
and across the United States.
Rea received her master and
doctoral degrees in flute performance from Florida State

• k
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From Page 6A
jection. With guided training,
pressure point and joint lock tactics will be taught in a controlled
and safe environment. Different
scenarios and situations will be
used for training and skill appliation and guest speakers and
instructors with specialties in
this area of study will also be
presented to the class. The cost
is $15 per person. Center for
Health X.E Wellness members
may participate at a 20 percent
discount. Those interested may
register at the Center for Health
& Wellness. For more information or to pre-register for the
class call 762-IFIT.
Stop by the Center for Health
& Wellness on Tuesday, Sept.
20, for osteoporosis and
screenings.
vision/glaucoma
The screenings will be from 8
a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.
For more information Or to
make an appointment, call 7621348.
Additionally, two support
groups will be meeting at the
Center for Health & Wellness
during September.
The Murray Stroke/Head
Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday, Sept. 15. from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m. in the classroom.
For more information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet Tuesday. Sept.
29, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
in the center classroom. For
more information call Evelyn
Wallis at 489-2462.

Photo provided
The youth of NorthsIde Baptist Church, Alma Heights, held "Parents Night Out' at
the church. The night of fun was an opportunity to show support for Calloway
County's Court Appointed Special Advocate(CASA)Program with its mission being
"to bring the voice of a child to the ears of the court." The church made a donation
on the youth's behalf to the agency. CASA is currently holding its first capital campaign and persons are urged to support the program.

PRINCETON, Ky. — A concert on the lawn of Adsmore
House and Gardens will he
Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Adsmore Museum, 304 North
Jefferson St., Princeton. In case
of rain it will be held at the
Butler auditorium, 612 W.
Washington St., Princeton.
This will feature light cIAsics perforMed by Kristen
Swisher and'Stephanie Rea,
flutists, and Dr. Stephen Brown.
pianist. on the music faculty
at Murray State University.
Co-sponsored by the Princeton Art Guild, this annual free
event is Adsmore's and the
Guild's way of saying "thank
you" to all who support the
activities throughout the year.
Swisher is the new western
Kentucky Regional Outreach
director for the Kentucky Arts

1,1.-dnrsda
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University.
Refreshments will be served
by the Princeton Art Guild.
The public is invited and is
asked to bring a lawn chair if
the concert is on the lawn.
For more information call
Adsmore at 1-270-365-3114 or
Princeton Art Guild at 1-270365-3959.

Turner and Vinson

Kelly Lynn Turner and Jeffery Allen Vinson will be married Saturday. Sept. 24, 2005. at 2 p.m. at the home of the
bride-elect's parents, David and Kathy Turner of Fremont.
All relatives and friends are invited.
Miss Turner is the daughter of David and Kathy Turner.
She is the granddaughter of Terry and Joyce Brookshire and
the late C.O. and Helen Turner of Boaz.
Mr. Vinson is the son of Jewell and Karen Puckett of Almo.
He is the grandson of James Robert Vinson and the late Betty
Vinson of Benton and the late John and Osie Puckett of Hardin.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Reidland High School
and is employed in the office of Dr. Kyle Tunibo, Paducah.
The groom-elect---iii-a--4995 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a 2001 graduate of Murray State University.
He is employed as a personal trainer at Energy Fitness, Paddown in 12 minutes. Of the
ucah.
1,197 aboard some 900 made
it into the water, leaving some
300 trapped and unable to abandon ship, the author added.
We hare the perfect place
In his book, Harrell tells
for your wedding guests.
about for the next 4 1/2 days
the men of the Indianapolis,
•Hot Tu
•Wedding Group
lost at sea, experiencing dehyRates
•Sauna
dration, hypothermia, mass hallucination, while swimming in
*Suites For The
•Meetin
the shark-infested waters. Only
Bride & Groom
Room
317 would be rescued.
built
oar Pool
The public is invited to attend
this special program and book
signing.

'Harrell will speak about war
experiences at Hickory Woods

Need Line Helps Children

a
1

Edgar Harrell will speak
about his experiences as a survivor of the USS Indianapolis
sinking at the close of World
War II at Hickory Woods Retirement Center on Friday at 10:30
a.m.
Harrell, native of Calloway
County, now of Paris, Tenn.,
will have copies of the book.
Out of The Depths, he has
written about his experiences
at the center.
In the book Harrell, a veteran of the United States Marine
Corps, recounts the tragedy of
the largest casualty at sea in
the history of the United States
Navy in the sinking of the
USS Indianapolis, the last ship
to be lost in World War II.
Harrell said "the Indianapolis had delivered the components of the world's first operational atomic bomb to the B29 base on the island of Tinian, and was proceeding
unescorted from Guam to the
Philippines when she encountered a Japanese submarine."
"The submarine fired six
torpedoes hitting the ship with
tsso of them and the ship went

Amerillost
low Inn
"
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Bridal Couples:

Beth (Lewis Miller)
& Mark Miller
Jessie Radke
& Jeff Leddy

•

a

•

Jessica Lemons
& Rem Molle

th

•

Tonya Bain
& Mark Wallace

•

Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

•

Angela Alcott
& rim Murphy

•
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304 chilhelped
Line
Need
County
-Calloway
Murray
dren with school supplies at its special day. The supplies left over were sent to the resource centers of
Murray and Calloway County and to date an additional
108 students have been helped. Tonia Casey, executive
director, expressed appreciation for the many donations and the many volunteers. Helping with the special day were, top photo. from left. Cathy Tinsley.
Peggy Billington and Kim Byrne, and in bottom photo

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird
•

Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller

•

Mildred has been a resident of Fern Terrace since /999
and says "she loves being here." After her lutsbarid.
Brother Tom Copeland died. Mildred said .she had *s one
to talk to at home. When she starting whiAiling to keep
herself occupied. she knew she needed to mak( the mow,
Ii was her decision to come to Firs Trross and she glad
.she did
Mildred volanteem her**, to both tiw teitiettts & staff
at Fern Terrace. She participates in oil the activities at the
leviee and also enioys shaPoing-

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan
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Katie Alcott &
Michael Wright

•

Katie Stout
Kory Cunningham
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our
As a local bank we have 874 local shareholders, and last year alone, we supported
to
back
gives
also
staff
Our
donations.
and
sponsorships
local
in
$160,000
region with
the community with our Employee Giving Campaign, supporting organizations such as
United Way. the American Cancer Society and the American Heart Association.
Visit any of our 15 locations in western Kentucky and see why were so confident that
Regions is the right choice for you.
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Regions Bank is proud to be a part of this community. We work here. We live here.
And we remain committed to providing our neighbors with the financial resources
needed to be successful.

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

•

RESIDENT
SPOTLIGHT

•

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd
•

Is Lou Ann McCallon.

A responsibility to our community.
A commitment to everyday confidence.

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones
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KATRINA AFTERMATH
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The Dallas Morning NewsAP Photos

John Allen, sits guard at the A. J. Produce Company early Tuesday in New Orleans,
watching for looters, above photo. At right, lbry Smith, right, falls as he helps Norma
Rankins, 73, center, out of a boat after they were recused from a nursing home in the
9th Ward Tuesday in New Orleans.

II New Orleans ...
But we will be back."
region.
"We saw block after block,
With hundreds, if not thou- neighborhood and neighborhood
sands, of people still stranded in inundated," Blanco said, her
flooded homes, attics and voice breaking with emotion.
rooftops across the city, rescue "It's just heartbreaking."
Sean Jeffries of New Orleans
boats were bypassing the dead to
reach the living, Mayor C; Ray had already been evacuated
from one French Quarter hotel
Nagin said.
"We're not even dealing with when he was ordered out of a
dead bodies," Nagin said. second hotel Tuesday because of
"They're just pushing them on nsing water.
The 37-year-old banker —
the side."
A few more feet of water who admitted to looting some
could wipe out the entire City food from a nearby supermarket
'water system, said Terry Ebben, — said the hotel guests were
the _city's homeland security told they were being taken to a
—convention center, but from
The intestates are impassa- there, they didn't know.
-We're in the middle of a
ble, the bridges may be unstable
and no one knows if the build- national tragedy,- he said as he
ings can withstand the damage popped purloined grapes in his
brought by Katrina. the gover- mouth."But I know this city. We
nor said after flying over the will be back. It may take awhile.

From Front

The angular End-of-Summer

Bush orders release
of federal petroleum
reserve suply
WASHINGTON(API —The
Bush administration will release
oil from federal petroleum
reserves to help refiners affected
by Hurricane Katrina. Energy
Secretary Samuel Bodman said
Wednesday.
The move, which was
expected later in the day, is
designed to give refineries a
temporary supply of crude oil to
take the place of interrupted
shipments from tankers or offshore oil platforms affected by
the storm.
Minerals
U.S.
The
Management Service said
Tuesday that 95 percent of the
Gulf of Mexico's oil output was
out of service. Oil prices surged
back above $70 in European
markets on Wednesday but
slipped quickly to $69.56 after
disclosure of the decision
involving the release of supplies
from the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve. Eight refineries were
shut down due to Katrina — half
of them producing gasoline.
The government's emergency
petroleum stockpile — nearly
700 million barrels of oil stored
in underground salt caverns
along the Texas and Louisiana
Gulf Coast — was established to
cushion oil markets during ellergy disruptions.
The production and distribution of oil and gas remained
severely disrupted by the shutdown of a key oil import terminal off the coast of Louisiana
and by the Gulf region's widespread loss of electricity, which
is needed to power pipelines and
refineries.
The
Environmental
Protection Agency. seeking to
avert a severe supply crunch.
announced it would temporarily
allow the sale of higher-polluting gasoline in Alabama.
and
Louisiana
Florida,
Mississippi because those states
can't provide enough fuel to
consumers that meets Clean Air
Act requirements.
The agency also said those
states will be allowed to use
motor vehicle diesel fuel with a
sulfur content higher than the
500 parts per million standard
for the next two weeks through
ozone sea.son.
President Bush. meanwhile,
was returning to Washington on
Wednesday to oversee the federal response to Katrina. He
planned to chair a meeting of a
White House task force set up to
coordinate federal efforts, across
more than a dozen agencies. to

Phone Sale

Me oil price
The price of crude 011 for
October delivery rose $2 61
Tuesday on the New York
Mercantile Exchange
NYMEX light sweet crude
Aug. 30
S69.81

MAY
SOURCE

JUNE

JULY AUGUST

Depearnent or Energy

AP

assist hurricane victims.
Bush also was expected to
visit the ravaged region by
week's end, but details on that
trip were in flux as the White
House worked to make sure a
presidential tour would not disrupt the relief and response
efforts.
Bodman,speaking on CNBC.
said the decision to release
reserves was made late Tuesday.
"In a word. It is going to be
done," Bodman said. "Last
evening it was approved and I
think you'll be seeing an
announcement about it later in
the day. So we are doing every
thing we can to be responsive..
He said the reserve was contained in five sites, four of
which are operative. The site in
New Orleans is not.
Bodman said it was too early
to say how much oil would be
released.
He said his department was
dealing with inquiries from
three companies about getting
oil from the reserve. On
Monday. Citgo Petroleum Corp.
asked for 250,000 to 500,000
barrels to ensure that its Lake
Charles. La., refinery doesn't
run out.
"There is. an issue with
respect to getting electrical
power so that we can operate the
various pipe lines that supply
fuel to the rest of the country,"
he said, noting that these facilities "deliver finished products.
diesel and gasoline, to the
Northeast and to the Southeast."
"Our job is to get the infrastructure going again." Bodman
said. "To the extent that we have
delays in getting these pipelines
functioning, then were are going
to have the potential for gasoline
shortages."
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00033
ROY CARTER and his wife,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
TERRY W. LITTLE and his wife,
BONNIE W. LITTLE, DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 14, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 19, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following describe&
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot No. 21 of the Hillandale Subdivision as shown by the plat
thereof recorded in Deed Book 156, Page 593, and lodged in the
Calloway County Clerk's Office, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Defendants by Contract
for Deed dated March 2, 2005, and of record in Deed Book 374,
Page 203, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office, Calloway
County, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent(10%) of the purchase price in cash together with bonds
for the remainder of the purchase price with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid but this property shall be subject to the current tax
year and all subsequent years. .
This 15th day of August, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC, PLAINTIFF,

KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
VICKI L. ROWLAND,DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 14, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 12, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lots No. 25, 26, 27, 28 and 7 feet of the west Side of Lot No. 24
in the Elm Street Extension to the town of Murray, Kentucky,
as shown by plat which is of record in Deed Book 64 at Page
No,. 412, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
Kentucky at Murray, Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Vicki L. Rowland by deed
dated July 10, 2002, and record in Deed Book 435, Page 804, in
the office aforesaid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash together with bonds
for the remainder of the purchase price with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid but this property shall be subject to the current tax
year and all subsequent years.
This 15TH day of August, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

New Cingular Wireless, PCS, LLC has
proposed the construction of a telecommunications tower Site #3144 at 400
Sunbury Circle, Murray Kentucky 42071
0
(360 36' 00.65' North latitude, 88 18'
any
are
there
If
15.150 West longitude).
comments, please respond within 5 days
of public notice to: Cingular Wireless,
Attn: L. Glass 5310 Maryland Way,
Brentwood, TN 37027; or Pike Legal
369,
Box
Group, PLLC, P.O.
Shepherdsville, 40165; telephone:
(800)516-4293. Please reference Site
Number and Address with any comments.

RODGER GIBSON a/k/a ROGER GIBSON (in rem);
SUZANNE GIBSON (in rem)
AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCIAL SERVICES,INC„
and COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY, DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on July 12, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 19, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 439 Shamrock Lane, Dexter, Kentucky,and nisi*,
particularly described as follows to wit:

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on July 26, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 19, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 1.308 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, June 1991, located on Seth
Avenue approximately 4.1 miles north of the intersection of
Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and the southeast corner of the David Holsapple property, Deed Book 178, Card 87, said point being an existing iron
pin 946.21 feet north of the centerline of P. Lassiter Road and
25.00 feet west of the centerline of Seth Avenue;

thence, south 87 deg. 04' 24" west - 251.51 feet with the north
side of Tract #3 surveyed this date to a #4 rebar set at the
southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, north 4 deg. 37' 20" west - 226.64 feet with the
Kenneth Mohler Property, Deed Book 177, Card 2061, to an
existing iron pin at the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
thence, north 87 deg. 04' 24" east, 161.51 feet with the said
Holsapple South property line to the point of beginning.
Thn iriFoperty is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right of ways.
Being the same property conveyed to Virginia Mitchell, single
(now deceased), from Conseco Finance Servicing Corp., by
Deed dated July 18, 2002, and recorded in Deed Book 440,
Page 84, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner one third
(1/3) of the purchase price in cash together with bonds for the
remainder of the purchase price with good and sufficient surety, payable in two installments, said amount bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall
be ascertained and paid but this property shall be subject to
the current tax year and all subsequent years. .
This 15th day of August, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 0.5
miles southwest of the Town of Dexter, in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southwest
Quarter of Section 11, lbwnship 3, Range 4 East, and also
being Lot 14 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and
Debbie Ahart property of record in Plat Book 28, Page 85, Slide
2701, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a?" diameter rebar found in the south line of
Shamrock Lane, being the northeast corner of the Billy
Garland property, and the northwest corner of Lot 14 described
herein;
thence, with the South line of Shamrock Lane, south 86
degrees 49' 00" east 194.72' to a ?" diameter rebar set, the
northeast corner of Lot 14;
thence, severing the lands of Ahart, south 07 degrees 42' 23"
east 214.09' to a ?" diameter rebar set, the southeast corner of
Lot 14;
thence, north 86 degrees 49' 56" west 260.32 to a ?" diameter
rebar set in the east line of the Billy Garland property, and
being located 9.98' north of the southeast corner of said Billy
Garland property;
thence, with Garland's east line north 10 degrees 0017" east
211.72' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 1.0981 acres.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Roger
Gibson and his wife, Suzanne Gibson, by deed dated March 25,
2000, recorded on March 27, 2000, in Deed Book 342, Page
222, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
ALSO: A 2000 mobile home, serial number FC01248000A&B.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash together with bonds
for the remainder of the purchase price with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and-fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid but this property shall be subject to the current tax
year and all subsequent years..
This 15th day of August, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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VS. NOTICE OF SALE

PATRICIA ROBERTS McCLAIN, Individually and
as Executrix of the ESTATE OF VIRGINIA FAYE
MITCHELL (a/k/a Virginia F. Mitchell a/k/a Virginia
Mitchell));
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF
PATRICIA ROBERTS McCLAIN; WILLIAM LANCE
ROBERTS; MICHAEL DARRIN ROBERTS;
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF MICHAEL
DARRIN ROBERTS; COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,FDTANCE- AND ADMINISTRATION
CABINET INHERITANCE TAX DIVISION;
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP.;
EQUITY ONE,INC., BRYAN SCOTT'ROBERTS,
VICTORIA LYNN ROBERTS, DEFENDANTS.

thence, South 4 deg. 37' 20" East 226.64 feet with the west aide
of Seth Avenue to a #4 rebar set at the southeast corner of the
herein described tract of land;

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00117

ir

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00153

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00457
STATE FARM BANK, F.S.B., PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

ANN CARTER,PLAINTIFF,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00448
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PINEY RIVER, INC., d/b/a FIFTEENTH & OLIVE,
THOMAS Z. YATES, CAROLYN E. YATES,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, and
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE„ DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 24, 2006, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, September 12, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 97 Haynes Creek Drive, Murray, KY, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
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Accounting Supervisor
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ltirampaijos Bachelors degree in Accounting.
Two rem previous'experience in similar position.

Lot No. 21 and 50 feet off the East side of Lot No. 22 in Oaks
Estate Subdivision as shown by Plat of record in the Office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court Clerk in Plat Book 3,
Page 13(now Slide 113).

Ilanolits Administrator
jaik_smosiz Woriu under the direction of the

Chief Financial Offset. Participates in planning and
implementing the sures-1u benefits program.

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court
in Plat Book 3, Page 13(now Slide 113) and such restrictions
are specifically referred to in this conveyance and incorporated
herein as if same were written in full.
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Title to the said property is now vested in the names of
Thomas Z. Yates, and wife, Carolyn E. Yates, by deed dated
March 17, 1997, from Jean G. Crawford and wife, Betty E.
Crawford as recorded in Book 251, Page 281, in the office of
the Clerk of Calloway County Court.
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The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute a bond with good security for
the purchase price. A lien shall be retained on the property and
collateral as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid. The aforesaid real property and collateral shall be sold free and clear of any liens of the parties to this
lawsuit, except the 120 day Right of Redemption in favor of the
United States of America, Internal Revenue Service.
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Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 10, 2005.
Single Space - $12.00
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Double Space - $18.00
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12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
Office nurse needed for
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Sarah & Rachel Thompson
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
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keeping, tax preparaascertained and paid but this property shall be subject to the
WE have 97% financplease send resume to
$10. 1-877-420-6567
TOP SOIL
etc
audits.
.
tion
years..
t
*ass For Sals
all
subsequen
and
current tax year
ing on land home packTracy D. McKinney. Ouickbooks
experiow.* & White rock also
EARN income PT/Fr
ages and we can help
P.O. Box 1394, Murray. ence a plus Resumes
Around your schedule.
Call Terrell Tidwell.
on the other 3% 100%
and
home
mobile
KY 42071 No phone
38R
This 15th day of August, 2005.
1040-F.
business.
Home-Based
to PO. Box
753-9075
loans Call 1-800-533submit
753-6012
Must
calls.
lot,
$16,500
ly
Respectful submitted,
mine.DRWHomeBiz.co
Murray. KY 42071
227-2193
3568
resume
MAX W. PARKER
m (270)748-6277

%‘

Iirrai led 1.!

Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
•

Professional Sales Positions

M

t ail Fowl

Offered
REWARD
Lost sometime back A
Hiring full-time
large bk.* plastic storAssistant Manager.
age box Me wrist you
$9/hr Please bring
see at Wal-Mart It conresume to
616N. 12th St.
tained some family picMonday-Thursday
tures and personal
2-5 p.m. No phone
isms Nothing of yak*
calls please. Also
to anyone but roe This
hinng day cooks
was lost during a move
It could have been lost
anywhere eking the
611 Highway from
Hazel to Benton or one
of the oft roads that
turn off 611 as you go
into Benton If anyone
has any true 'Norms- DANCERS
earn
bon, please phone 1- $1,0004 weektyl The
270-703-6645
Purple Building 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

DANCERS needed' No
needed
experience
Full time or pert tirne
Istondav
Open
Saturday 0 '
Great money' Cat
7pm 0 731-642-2990
DISHWASHER wwited
weekend days only.
Apply in person before
2PM. Hungry Bear
Restaurant.
United
FIRST
Methodist Church on
Square
Court
the
needs nursery attendants for infant and
toddler nurseries. Must
be let least 16 years of
apt and submit to a
crIshinal bedtground
check. $6/hr. Cal 7533812 to est up interview.

wok PEPSI MIDAMERICA
lackey Lamb

If you would Ilk, to represent the PepsiCola Bottling Company in the selling, trade,
execution and merchandising of products,
the sales department is what you are
looking for.
Good candidates will have a strong desire
to succeed In a fast paced environment.
If you have this type of dedication and are
looking for a long term career, you too can
become part of the Pepsi Team!
At Pepsi PlidAmerica we offer 40IK, Defined
Pension Plan, Health Insouraium, Paid
Vacation, and opportunity for advancement+
APPLY IN PERSON TODAY,

19 79

ATTN: Lisa Smogs
Pepsi MI Amides
1531 US Highway 641 North
Benton, KY 42025
Fax: 270427-5008
Soot 113601=11111001.41Mdfleall
Orate application: traw.papelmidismiessom
Pepsi 1All4erience ••en Equal Opporturafty Errtployee

Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

HURRY!!!
ONLY 2 LEFT!
BRAND NEW
APARTMENTS!
*2 Bedrooms
'Free Cable & Trash 'Washer/Dryer
Provided All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air 'Range, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator, & Garbage Disposal
Provided 'Carpet & Ceramic Tile

Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044
TTY# 800-648-6056
=Sr

Yee Sae

INI-STORAG
411 Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

53-3853
Mobilo Noma kr lista

awl

nies

2BR,
2BA
$300
270)527-8808
*Small 2BR $22500
753-6012
NICE 2BR. No pets.
753-9866

Ped

nes

LOTS for rent 7539866
LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area.
270-527-8808

MOVING SALE
340 Poplar Dr.
Buchanan, TN
by Shamrock
Resort,
follow signs.
Sept. 3 & 4
13 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tools, antiques,
toys, toddler's
clothing, furniture.
w/d. Everything
goes cheap.
CASH ONLY

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534688.
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
VENTURE Property
Mgt. New 1 bedroom
apts. Furnished iv/ all
appliances, 1 yr. lease,
NO PETS! Close to
campus. 767-9111 or
978-1107

Asalments For Rae

r Soh

OM, 2
W1DE:
GE
only
-584-

WTS arid
Buy
save
OWN
.II today

DOUd peckit Low
iymentl
ancing

h 14 ft
lot on
B avail. Big
vas and
good
=Wei
or ? as
ayment
406.

1999
IA, good
r con7,900

OME
• r speor
k
et us
Call 1 or 731 needed
a kages
Limited
liss out
3568 or
3 home
move
er. Call
4:30PM
FIEPOS,
ies, sinme. Call
DOUreplace,
It today!'
DOUBring
hats all
on Used
ll today
17.
PICK ams and
about 4
2
and
riced on
all 731y
financne packcan heip
100%
300-533-

Wednesday, August 31, MOS• 311

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

GARAGE SALE
SEPT 1,2,3
7AM-5PM
RAIN OR SHINE
94E TO 280,
POPLAR SPRING
RD, WILDCAT OR,
LYNX LANE
436-5356
Riding mower, home
stereo equip., clothes
collectibles„ antiques,
household, furniture,
67 Ford Truck

for sale
HOUSES
some with acreage
Call 270-339-8824
270-339-8823
Drive,
MELROSE
brick, 3/2, central air,
appliances, 2 car
garage, shown by
appointment. Owner
telephone (954)3451495
NEW 3,500 sq.ft. home
on bluff overlooking
Creeks near Murray. 10
acres. 270-767-0958,
270-519-8570
REFURBISHED 9th St
house, 2/1 , stucco,
garage, big yard, by
appointment. Owner
telephone (954)3451495

2005 Yamaha 1TR125,
like new. 2005 Honda
Foreman 500 4x4, only
2002
miles
33
Kawasaki 3010 4x4
mule. All below blue
book. 270-293-4089
'02 1100 Yamaha VStar. Low mileage.
loaded, nice. $6,200.
753-3672
Harley
883
2001
Custom
Sportster
7,088 miles, diamond
ice pearl. lots of extras.
5PM
after
Call
(270)345-2051

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specuilize in Cleaning"
riVinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobik Homes
Hindi *All Extenuil Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning A% &liable
'We Use Hu Water Waiting Lois & Drisewins
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters.
CONCRETE
Dnveways
etc 752-0500
3229

75

767-0533 MOWING
tnmming, mulc,
painting, odd
Free
cleaning.
Estimates 978-1115.
Lamb's Tree
A-1
Trimming.
Service.
removal, etc. Tractor
bushhogging,
work.
hauling, funk clean up,
gutter cleaning. 4362867

L&M LAWN
MOWING
SERVICE:
Want your lawn to
look its best?
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Call 753-1816
Of 227 1,11

you than he or she is revealing.
Be especially sensitive if you
don't feel the same way Tonight.
Wish upon a star
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You have strong instincts
with finances You are capable of
tremendous gains, though at the
same time you could spend too
much. Know when to put a halt to
crazy spending. A gift needs to
be thoughtful. not expensive.
Tonight: Don't overspend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You seem to do no
wrong. Others respond positively
to whatever you do. Success
comes through groups rather
than individuals. Still, know that
your charm isn't limitless; there
needs to be something behind it.
Tonight. Where the crowds are
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You know what is going
you.
on, but you might not share your
opinions and facts. A secret of
The Stars Show the Kind of
yours or one shared with you by
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: someone close needs to be kept
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so. hush-hush. Others might wonder
I -Difficult
why you have such a big smile
on your face. Tonight: A force to
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
be dealt wrth
***** Any risking with money SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
might have you going 'ouch' for 21)
a long time. Still. you are lucky. ***** You have the ability to
Where a partner could have
visualize and create. You might
been ambivalent, he or she now
want to back up ideas with facts
flows with love and caring. Enjoy and different plans Prepare to
and don't question. Tonight: Heat break out of the box in your
up the night.
thinking patterns. Associates are
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
enthusiastic. Suggestions come
**** Others remark about the from left and nght. Tonight: Look
quality of your fife. You have
past the obvious.
worked long and hard to achieve CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
these results. Your willingness to **** Deal with a partner, and
everyone
put extra work and time into a
that
find
you'll
project will pay off. A partner or responds positively. Others simassociate chips in. Tonight: ply are in a good mood and see
Order in.
life positively. Open up to possiGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
bilities. You might be up for a pay
***** Though you feel out- raise or promotion. Tonight:
landishly flirtatious, save this _Dinner for two.
behavior until later. Charge some AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
of your libido energy into your ***** Others seem to take
work. Your ideas flow like an
the high road, which might be a
endless stream. Share a joke or relief. How you see someone
two to lighten others up. Tonight: you care about could change
Now you can flirt.
dramatically. Let others share
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
more of themselves. Don't key
*** You might be on the verge into any issues. Tonight: Be willof a maior domestic change or ing to try something new.
expenditure. What you need to PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
know and evaluate is if this pur- *** Dive into work: be willing
chase will make you happier. Be to work with anothers suggescost-conscious. The same item tions. Together you make quite a
can have many different prices. team. You accomplish a lot and
Your job: find the lowest. Tonight: even get to understand each
Are you ready to buy yet'?
other better. Examine a new idea
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
that heads your way. Tonight:
**** Others clearly approve Stroll on home.
of and appreciate what you are
doing. You seem to choose the
BORN TODAY
right words and the right time to
Actress Lily Tomlin (039),
express yourself. Someone singer Conway Twitty (1933),
might have deeper feelings for singer Gloria Estefan (1957)

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Sept. 1, 2005:
You have a way of smiling and
voicing your thoughts that melts
any resistance. Use this gift this
year, and you will succeed at
nearly anything you do. Often,
you don't see partners and
friends clearly, and you become
disappointed. Whose fault is
this'? Toss your rose-colored
glasses, and you will be less disappointed. Still, you need time
alone to relax and not become
overreactive. If you are single,
you draw others like honey does
a bee. Date several people for a
while before committing. If you
are attached, you'll enjoy each
other's company even more. Do
more together. LEO understands

Hudson
LAYTON
111,4ouess For %al
hauling & backhoe
1 and 2 BR furnished
12 acres, wooded
753-4545. 767-0213
apts Coleman RE 759ANNUAL lease, in
Privacy
homesite
A-1 Stump Removal
4118
own, 2/1, completely galore! Call (270)924437-3044
LEE'S Carpet
1 OR 2br apts near refurbished, garage, 4112 Red Mitt Realty
Cleaning
Murray large fenced backyard
downtown
"since 1971"
each.
1BR
DUPLEX,
E
carpenAFFORDABL
telephone
Owner
$200/mo.
starting at
*Carpets *Upholstery
Located near downtry No job too small
(954)345-1495
753-4109
*Emergency Water
town in residential
big Collins
too
No
job
upgraded,
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252 NEWLY
Removal *Quick
area, zoned 8-3. Rents
Contracting
charming 2BR, 1BA
or 753-0606
Drying
for more than payRestoration 293-4954
in
house
Free Estimates
1,2, & 38R apts. avail- lakefront
ments Call Grey's
436-5178
Shores.
"Got Dort?'
able. Please call 753- Panorama
Properties (270)293ALL CARPENTRY
C/H/A.
wid,
753-5827
8221
8462
plus
$400/month
Mountaineer. Remodeling, additions,
2003
1BR apt availabie, all
Plumber.
deposit. Available 9/1. Look for the September
oaded, extra nice. porches, decks, sun MASTER
appliances furnished.
( 3 1 0)5 6 7 - 9 3 2 1
of the Murray 32,000 miles. 435- rooms, roofing, vinyl Almost retired, drains
issue
Mur-Cal Realty. 753siding, mobile home cleared plumbing fixReferences required
Area Homes Guide 4377sx 293-8358
4444.
or
repaired
repair, sagging floors, tures
the
by
published
2002 Chevy Trailblazer
1BR, 1 bet% studio,
termite & water dam- installed. (270)978Calloway
Murray
EXT LT 2WD, 56,xxx
$335 month 753-7559
Larry Nimmo 0133
age
County Board of REALmiles, running boards,
or
1BR. 1 bath, washer &
Inc., scheduled rear air, new tires, 1- (270)753-9372
TORS,
A&F Warehousing
dryer. $325 month
to be at participating owner, excellent condi- (270)753-01C-1
$20-50
Near MSU
753-7559
real estate offices and tion. $16,000. 293ANDRUS Excavating
753-7668
various businesses this 5600 or 753-9598
'Certified septic
1BR, all appliances,
BOAT, pontoon, & R.V. Friday.
Installation
Oaks Apts., starting at
Explorer
Ford
2002
doors
tall
12'
storage.
*Custom dozer
5250. Coleman RE
Sale
power
For
Real Estate
XLS, 2WD,
in front, can drive
backhoe service
759-4118
windows,
steering,
through. New metal By Owner
*Ponds
apartments
1BR-48R
Rental Property
door locks and mirrors,
bldg. 628 S. 3rd St
*Driveways
Ask about move in free
421 South 8th Street
new tires, cruise conExt. 753-4763
*Insured
‘`1111-111
days. Coleman RE
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or trol, A/C, $8,500 OBO.
753-9503 978-0343
umnientaLResklilitial
759-4118
G&C
3-BR
270-753-9260
St-al(
with
and
landlord
STORAGE
Become a
1BR. Furnished, $235
Rendezvous
2002
APPLIANCE &
Stripim, hauling.
PROPANE
no down payment
$225
Unfurnished,
CXL. Leather, loaded
ELEcTilticAL REPAIR
exca‘,alit
Seller will finance 20% to max, heated seats.
119 E Main
Low utilities, no pets.
511111111 I littitsh\l‘i.
HUGHES
B.
CHAD
(270) 753-6266
down payment with
753-3949
2933rd row, $13,500.
7511-1)31)1 • 75A-1537
Cell: (270) 293-4183
Your good credit, and
7455
22 mats EXPERIENCE
2BR Apt Cambndge
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F
pay
will
seller
(270) 226-9398
area 293-6968
closing costs. Asking
(270)492-8191
PAYTON LAWN CARE
2BR. 1BA, range, MURRAY Store and $115,000. 1-800-294ilesdCwis
4
Mowing,
refrigerator, dishwash- Look presently has 6442
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Landscaping
er, w&d, C/FJH/A, no units available. 7532000 Ford Taus SES, SERME & PARTS
Fertilizer and Light
pets. Stadium View Dr., 2905 or 753-7536.
silver, excellent condi- (270) 293-8726 OR
sack hoe Work
TWO story brick apart- tion, 107,000 miles,
$425 month. 753-7559
759-5534
07 Nome
270-436-55
5
with
building
ment
PREMIER
$5,750. Call 759-4519 Chuck Van Buren
2BR, 2 bath. W&D,
270-293-7717 (ell
two-BR units. Excellent or 753-6943
MINISTORAGE
included
water
ASPHALT
income -producer. 2000 Pontiac Grand
*Inside climate control
$550/mo. 753-2225
SEALCOATING
270-753$125,000.
storage
miles,
115K
Am
2BR, central gas heat,
'Commercial
4109, 270-227-1545
*Security alarmed
$2,900 OBO Call 293central air. $275 and
*Residential
clean
&
•Safe
8602
up, some with new carFree Estimates
•We sell boxes!
opety
pet Coleman RE 759Am
Lie
Grand
1999
TRAVIS
•We rent U-Hauls
4118
111,000. Nice car
SEALCOATING
753-9600
KY Lake Barkley. 200 $3,950. 978-0523
4BR, 2 bath, all appli(270) 753-2279
Call us we will be
ft. pebble beach! View '96 white Buick Regal
ances, central H/A
and
water
of
miles
rates
glad to help.
Reduced
4-door, 117,000 miles,
spectacular sunsets! all power sunroof, new
Coleman RE 759-4118
for
Great building site
Hurray Ledger &
tires, shocks & brakes,
2BR, all appliances.
1 duplex for sale in
lakefront living. Only
A/C inside, fair condi450 /month.
Times
Northwood $89,000
$74,900. Call owner tion, 2 owner car,
(270)767-9948.
ROBY AUTRY
293-1446
28
(270)924-43
7679597.731.586-1496
$3,000 OBO. 759-5848
Available 9/15.
Celi 731-415-0000
View
FORREST
ads
Far
Lob
Apartments 1213 N.
BACKHOE &
van
PRECISE
16th St., now accepting
TRUCKING
CONTRACTORS
Street
12th
South
707
restnctions
with
2 lots
applications for: 1br
HILL.
ROY
'
New constn,
South Center. 700
1.5 acres & 1 acre 5 1998 Ford Windsta
starting at $330/month,
Septic system, gravel
and remoo,
GL. 77,xxx actua
1,000, 1,200 sq.ft
Murray.
or
north
miles
basic
2br townhouses,
white rock
tires
new
in
miles,
Concrete. replackr
Available
752-7312
rent $360/ month Call
436-2113
Phone
$5,000. 270-489-2632
windows, decks, s•
September.
Leave
753-1970.
Dozer work & Track
LOT #13 in Bethel
gle and metal roc,
753-1252, 753-0606
Message.
hoe
Estates Subdivision on 1991 Dodge Caravan
and more. 1-270-2o,,
AL or retail
COMMERCI
after
HAZEL Apartments
Bethel Church Rd. .699 Call 753-9610
1899
BUMPER to Bumper.
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
acres, set up for mobile 51)0 p.m.
Now taking applica1-270-871-0195
Autobody & Repair
restrooms.
C/G/H,
home, has septic systions for 1 & 2br units.
Headliners starting
plenty of parking, near
tem $8,900. Starks
Rent based on income.
Paint jobs starting
$65.
759building.
WE SERVICE
impairment judicial
EROS. Mobile Homes. 1Mobility
0 $399.270-753-9055
3772 752-0201 (after
Phone:
All Mato' Appliances
800-455-3001
accessible.
641S.
Hwy
3581
hours.) Ask for Nelson
492-8721. Mon &
42071.
KY
Murray,
Most Motor Brands
and
Shroat
2002 F350 4x4 crew
Thurs
WARD-ELKINS
Trash
7.31 power CALLOWAY
Lariat,
cab.
10-12am. TDD No.
On the Square Murray
761-3740,
stroke diesel. Lots of Service.
1-600-648-6056. Equal
swam
(270) 753-1713
extras. 64,000 miles 293-4045
SALE
FOR
Opportunity.
Housing
753-5486
$29,500.
RENT:
OR
BOSTON Terriers, 6
UVE Oak Apts.
20 beautiful acres.
wks old 9/19/05, $350
Newly Remodeled
2002 silver Chevrolet
House close to
776
1-270-759-4
1BR $290.00
Silvered° 1500 pickup
Murray.
DOG Obedience.
2BR $340.00
truck, V-6 engine Call
753-9075,
Master Trainer
3BR $425.00
753-6784
227-2193
436-2858.
$100 deposit special
F150 Lariat
applicants.
2001
qualified
for
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Water Damaged %Ors
2106 Southwest Drive.
cab,
extended
Office hours 8-2
M-F 753-2915
Braces & Floor Joists
Custom built 3l3d, 2I3a
2000 Chrysler
$15,500.
Mon-Fri
Mini.
REGISTERED
home for sale by origiRemodeling & Plumbing
Country,
&
Town
Call today for appointSchnauzer pups for
nal owner. App. 2,640
ment
$6,900. Both excellent
•
Dave Gallenore Owner
sale. 4 males. 2 sq ft. Many high-end
condition. 753-2570
753-8221
females. $300 4350. features. Priced thouWill Do Insurance Work
Near Unrversrty Salt & pepper. Call sands below replaceVisa & MasterCard Accepted
Extra large 2 B/R apt
227-5686 or 227-2805
ment cost. Phone 753Cowers
All appliances incl
• iLi3- /.728
SHIH-TZU S&W paper 9289 or 752-0152
washer & dryer Central trained. 731-352-0037
DNJ HANDYMAN
3BR, 2BA. Southwest
1997 CampLite Pop
elec. 1-VA $200
731-642-5151
We do all the odd lobs
side of town. Call for
Up heat/air/ pullout
Deposit - $350 Mo
ft I Ci .\5
you don't have time
ill I
once. 293-3910, 759sleeps 7. $3,200. 753($250 1st mo.)
for
4762 after 6:00 pm.
753-4560
2570
Ask about our painting
NICE, clean 1811 apartFSBO RELOCATING.
special
HORSESHOEING
ment. Univ. Hts. All
3811
sell
must
293-5438
farrier
certified
furnished
appliances
detatched garage_ New
General. corrective.
ELECTRICIAN
$325
Central air/heat. All
1-•;t1
21' Baja, low hours, New Const/Rerriodeti
Corey Scarbrough 731appliances stay. Near
older boat, great condi- or trouble. Lic. and ins
571-1383
Furnished 1 & 2 bed
on
house
last
school
WALTERS
tion. cuddy. fast. 436- ve 30 yrs exp. Call
apartments
MOT
road in quiet neighborCONTRACTING
I1
753-7091
downtown Starting at
hood 1009 Hickory,
Builder,
$245
FUTRELL'S Tree
Benton $65.000 or
Roofing,Decks. Siding
Service
best offer Call 270753-2592.
Lease
pets
removal,
No
Tnnvning.
493-6080
753-4937
Loading Dock of
deposit
stump grinding, fireLamb's
Joe
HARDIN, Kentucky, 436-2867
days. 753-1951 or 759wood. tnsured. 489Murray Ledger &
Mower Repair Free
3BR. 1 SBA, utility, liv8926 nights
2839
Times
pick-up/delivery
ing & dining room,
VERY nice 1BR, 1
JUNK/Rubbish
FREE kitten to goo(
C/H/A, carport, vinyl
Come
First
all
H/A,
central
Bath,
436-5141 A-AFFORD- Removal clean out
home Was dropped off
unattached
.;
cicl,n,
Serve
First
W/D
with
appliances
ABLE Hauling. Clean attics, garages, yard
and can't keep. Call
sidvinyl
with
garage
Greet location. I year
out garages, gutters, waste. Me. Lost PEAPIts
Please
753-4210, leave mssing. Call 437-4714 alter
' Sage
lease. 1 month deposit.
pink If, tree work
'7—"4str)
No Phone Calls
no
No nets 751 ?q(')

lie
1044

NOW BUYING

Need help
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
Promoting your
*Will pick up curs
Business?
Roll-off Containers Available

AUTRY
ROOFING

EalProp.Relhat

270-753-1916

David's Home
Improvement

i

731-247-5422

ryer
al
ar
sal

laCIONO•lioar

Moroscopes

Free
Pallets

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

Accepting New Patiti,nts
thiJIt

t_rd.

Ear. Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip klapper, M.D.
He.aring Aids .- No Referrals Requirtil

Coll for Appointment(270) 759-48lt
300 South fith Street - Suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service All Broods'
212 East Main St • 753-1586

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO -COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Room told "ao" by ethers? Give as a call or cane by our office!
• We have ensgrsens that allow vs to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance
• Call or come by today for your free pre approval

200 Poplar St. • Murray. KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Mum', Ledger & limes

ENTERTAINMENT

4It • ‘Sednesday, August 31, 2005

Togetherness not seen
as drawback for groups

1,2005
TV Listings Thursday, SeptemberMEDI
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Allison Krauss and Union Sta- students at each of the schools.
The borne of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
tion will bring its brand of bluegrass to Murray State Universi- Love and children near Hazel
ty on Sept. 17 with the perform- was destroyed by fire during an
ance at Lovett auditorium at 7:30 electrical and rain storm on Aug.
28.
p.m.
County Attorney Sid Easley
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Scott P. West, son of Donald and spoke about the local city-counPamela West, recently returned ty park at a meeting of the Murfrom a six-months overseas ray Lions Club. He is chairnian
deployment to North Atlantic of City-County Parks CommitOcean and Baltic and Mediter- tee.
40 years ago
ranean seas aboard the mine countOver four thousand students
er measure-ship USS Warrior.
Births reported include a boy have been enrolled in schools in
to Kathleen and Rodney Betaste, Murray and Calloway County.
Aug. 25; a boy to Tammy and Already enrolled are 4,063 stuJimmy Wyatt, Aug. 26; a girl to dents in the city and county
Tanya and Mark McClard and a schools and more are expected
boy to Less and Michael Cox, to enroll when Murray State College opens for the fall term.
Aug. 27.
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Published is a picture of Max the east side of the Murray CourtTutt, physical plant worker at Mur- square is expected to open Sept.
ray State University, spraying a I. It is owned by Volene Young
stream of water to help get Stew- and Marie Lassiter.
Recent births reported at Murart Stadium cleaned up for MSU's
football opener against South Car- ray Hospital include a boy to
olina State University. The photo Mr. and Mrs. James Hopkins and
was by Staff Photographer David a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Gibson.
Tuck.
50 years ago
New officers of the Kappa
Prof. E.G. Schmidt, journalDepartment of the Murray
Woman's Club are Margaret Yuill, ism director at Murray State ColMarilyn Walker, Dana Stonecipher, lege since 1947, has been appointed acting publicity director for
Gale Vinson and Dana BaruII.
Births reported include a boy the coming year, according to
to Dale and Joanne On and a M.O. Wrather, public relations
boy to Everett and Janice Clark, director at MSC.
Recent births reported at MurAug. 28; a boy to Rocky ad Jan
ray Hospital include a boy to
Presson, Aug. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Crutcher, a
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Dr. Robert Daniel, president girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buron Engof Murray Kiwanis Club, pre- lish, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Samsented checks for $150 each to mie Collie, a girl to Mr. and
Calloway County High School Mrs. Joe B. Lancaster and a boy
Principal Ron McAlister and Mur- to Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Harriray High School Principal Eli son. .
Alexander for the purpose of buy-

DEAR ABBY: I am a 15year-old girl. My childhood was
not a normal one. I was molested by a man that I called Dad.

Last summer he was sentenced
to 15 years to life -- which
is a severe
punishment
for him.
Abby, his
family lives
right across
street
the
me.
from
Many times
when I see
Dear Abby them, I want
to go over
and say I'm
By Abigail
for
sorry
Van Buren
what I have
put them through. But I want-

ed it to stop -- so I told. Do
you think I should apologize
to them? -- FEELING GUILTY
IN THE SOUTH
FEELING
DEAR
GUILTY: If anyone is owed
an apology, it is you -- not

the family of the man who
sexually abused you. YOU are
the victim in this situation,
not the molester, who is where
he belongs for his criminal
act, and not his relatives. You
did the right thing by telling
what he did.
It's common for victims of
sexual crimes to feel guilt. Too
often they blame themselves
and wonder if they did something to deserve it. It doesn't
help that abusers reinforce this
notion by saying, "See What

Todaylffillstory
In 1888, Mary Ann Nicholls
was found murdered in London's

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 31,
the 243rd day of 2005. There are
122 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 31. 1886, an earthquake rocked Charleston. S.C.,
killing up to 110 people.
On this date:
In 1887, Thomas A. Edison
received a patent for his "Kine-

East End in what is generally
regarded as the first slaying committed by -Jack the Ripper."
In 1935, President Franklin
Roosevelt signed an act prohibiting the export of U.S. arms to
belligerents.
In 1962, the Caribbean nation
of Trinidad and Tobago became
independent within the British
Commonwealth.

toscope." a device which produced
moving pictures.
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In 1969, boxer Rocky Marciano died in a light airplane crash
in Iowa, a day before his 46th
birthday.
In 1985; Richard Ramirez, later
convicted of California's "Night
Stalker" killings, was captured by
residents of an East Los Angeles
neighborhood.
In 1986, 82 people were killed

when an Aeromexico jetliner and
a small private plane collided over
Cerritos, Calif.
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Heart flutters only
half-diagnosed

Teen victim of abuse can't
shake her feelings of guilt

LookingBack
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you made me do?" Of course,
that is the big lie. Adults are
supposed to control their
impulses. Counseling could
help you understand this, and
I hope your mother or guardian
will see that you get some
through a victim's assistance
program or the Department of
Mental Health in your community.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I started feeling flutters in my chest
two years ago, at the age of
43. My family physician examined me and
I had an
ultrasound
and stress

DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to "Duncan" for five
years. It's my second marriage.
I thought we were getting along
well, but now I'm wondering
if he's having an affair.
There is this woman,"Lucy,"
he claims is only a friend,
who lives about 70 miles from
us. I started getting suspicious
when she called him one night
when the two of us were in
bed. (He immediately hung up
the phone.) He gets up after
I go to sleep to talk to her
via the Internet.
1 caught them once doing
things they shouldn't have been
doing. When I confronted them
and threatened to leave, Duncan begged me not to go and
said their friendship was "harmless." I forgave him, but now
Lucy calls him at 3:30 every
morning, and he gets out of
bed to talk. I heard him tell
her that he'd be taking a business trip in a few days and
would call her back.
Now, Abby, I warned my
husband I would leave if!found
out they had any more contact. He doesn't know I know
about her calling and that he's
going to contact her.
Should I listen to my intuition? How should I handle this?
-- SMELLS A RAT IN VIRGINIA

test. Inderal
took care of
rapid
the
heartbeat
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until
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off the medication. The
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DEAR READER: Heart
fluttering indicates an abnormally rapid and/or irregular
pulse. There are many causes

for this condition, ranging from
serious heart disorders to harmless, temporary attacks brought

on by stress or caffeinated beverages.
Your doctor apparently
checked you for serious heart
disease with an ultrasound and
stress test, but he has yet to
discover the reason for your
fluttering. You need more testing, including blood analyses
for anemia and an overactive
thyroid gland.
Inderal is a beta-blocker that
slows the heart rate. It is appropriate therapy for your condition, but I am concerned that
your testing appears to be
incomplete. The fact that your
rhythm
cardiac
abnormal
returned when the medication
was stopped means that the
cause of your palpitations is

DEAR SMELLS A RAT:
Tell your husband the cat is

out of the bag. You know
what's going on and will not
tolerate it. Offer him the option
of marriage counseling. Cybersex IS cheating, and the daily
3:30 a.m. phone calls are, at
the least, an emotional affair.
This isn't "harmless fun"; it's
a threat to your marriage. And
if your husband doesn't end
it, follow through on your word
and leave.
old. My darling husband of
54 years died three years ago.
I am still wearing my wedding rings. Is this proper? I have
always enjoyed wearing my
wedding rings. -- PUZZLED
IN KENTUCKY
DEAR PUZZLED: You are
entitled to wear your wedding
rings as long as you wish.
Many widows and widowers
continue to wear their wedding ring(s) on their left hands
until they feel they are ready
to date again. Then they switch
the ring(s) to their right hand,
or remove them.
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necessary testing, I believe that
a second opinion is in order
Thus. I recommend that you
see a cardiologist. Let me know
how this situation is resolved.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For the
past several years I've had
steadily increasing amounts of
body hair appear on my face,
neck, back, shoulders, arms and

chest. 1 now shave my chin
and neck twice daily — not
Dr.Gott
an easy accomplishment for a
flutters 37-year-old female. Can a docBy
returned. tor help me with this, or am
Dr. Peter Gott Should
I I faced with no remedy other
veiteriveltewirrfavnily physician, than shaving, waxing and pluckor seek the advice of a spe- ing?
DEAR READER: Although
cialist?

most cases of unwanted excess
body hair in women are —
unfortunately — genetically dictated, some instances may be
caused by a virilizing tumor.
Such a growth, which produces
excessive quantities of the male
hormone testosterone, may arise
in the adrenal glands, the ovaries
or elsewhere in the reproductive tract.
Also, enlargement of the
adrenal glands, so-called -congenital adrenal hyperplasia," can
cause inappropriate hair growth
in a typically male pattern. Finally, polycystic ovaries (SteinLeventhal syndrome) can cause
virilization.
You definitely should be
examined by your family physician (or an endocrinologist) and
undergo blood and urine testing, as well as a CT scan and
ultrasound.
As a general rule, the disorders I mentioned can be cured
by surgery.

CootractBridge
Uncommon Common Sense
king. Back carne a low club
to West's ten, and West exited with a
spade to dummy's ace.
By now, South had lost three tricks
and had to take the rest to make his

to East's

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
•A Q 6
•9 862
•Q J 5

•A 94
WIT
•10 9 7 5 2

contract. Declarer's prospects were
ate very good at this pains, batiks
managed to get home s.sfely áiriiriw
He led the queen of diamonds

tin
•K .1 8
•10 7 5
•K 7 6 2
•K 6 2

•Q4
•9 3
ithQJ 108

SOUTH
•4 3

DEAR ABBY: I am 77 years

SO Fa AWAY

still a mystery.
Although your family doctor could certainly order the

•A K 13
•A 1084
47 53
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
I•
Pass
14
Pass
3•
Pass
2V
4 It
Pass
3•
queen of clubs.
Opening lead
• The inferences a declarer can
draw during the play sometimes border on the fantastic. For example,
take this deal where West led the
queen of clubs against four hearts.
Declarer ducked the queea but
won the next club with the ace, East
playing his king on the trick. A low
trump to the king was followed by a
spade to dummy's queen, which lost

from dummy, which won the trick,
and then the jack, which also won the
trick as East again followed low.
Now, continuing his good work.
South led a trump from dummy and
went up with the ace, deliberately
spurning the finesse. This caught
West's unguarded queen in the
process, and, as a result, declarer
made the contract.
Rejecting the trump finesse was
not as strange a play as it might
seem. South realized that if East had
held the Q-x-x of trumps in addition
to the king of diamonds, he would
certainly have covered dummy's jack
of diamonds with the king in order to
assure himself.of a trump trick and
defeat of the contract. (Dummy had
no further entries at that point.)
East's failure to cover the jack
left South with no alternative but to
hope that West had started with the
Q-x of trumps.

Tomorrow: The Grand Slam Force.
02005 King Fmares Synchcsic Inc
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filmdom
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16 Weep
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22 Pine cousin
24 Woolen cap
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30 Reverberating
32 Garden green
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section
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wife
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Why are people
easily offended?
Question: le always
beliesed in talking straight,
plain and not holding back.
But some people are so
easily offended. What
would Jesus do?
Answer: Jesus would certainly encourage you to
maintain your personal
integrity by speaking truthfully. The Bible says to Christians, "Therefore each of you
must put off falsehood and
speak truthfully to his neighbor. for we are all members
of one body" (Ephesians
4:25 NIV). A failure to
communicate honestly and
openly has sometimes done
more harm io human relationships than bluntness.
However, it is also true
that some people seem to
take offense too easily. It's
as if they are carrying about
a chip on the shoulder daring someone to knock it off.
The subconscious mind can
work overtime watching for
slights in word or deed.
In contrast, the great love
chapter of the Bible says,
"Love is patient, love is
kind. It does not envy, it
does not boast, it is not
proud. It is not rude, it is
not self-seeking, it is not
easily angered, it keeps no
record of wrongs" (1
Corinthians 13:4-5).
At the same time, we
must learn to use a little
tact in dealing with people.
Consider the following from
the Bible: "If it is possible,
as far as it depends on you,
live at peace with everyone"
(Romans 12:18). "Let your
conversation be always full
of grace, seasoned with salt,
so that you may know how
to answer everyone" (Colossians 4:6). "A gentle
answer turns away wrath, but
a harsh word stirs up anger.
The tongue of the wise commends knowledge, but the
mouth of the fool gushes
folly" (Proverbs 15:1-2).
So it not only matters
what we say, but how we
say it. How something is
spoken can belie what is
said. If I shout, "I'M NOT
ANGRY!" you will probably
only hear the anger. We
must "speak the truth in
love" (Ephesians 4:15).
However, if you show me
that you love me it becomes

Judge to speak about latest book
'A Distant Light' at public library
Noted author and 56th Circuit Judge Bill black man, on North Curd Street (now Fourth
Street) on Dec. 9, 1916, durCunningham will visit Muring a long-standing feud
ray on Thursday. Sept. 8 to
between the two men. Marsign copies of his new book
tin had sworn an affidavit
"A Distant Light; Kentucky's
against Diuguid claiming that
Journey Toward Racial Jusmade indecent
he had
tice," a story that centers
his wife.
toward
advances
on a pivotal event in CalThe mob had also threatloway County and Kentucky
ened to hang a circuit judge
history.
and a commonwealth's attorCunningham is scheduled
ney from Hopkinsville and,
and
sign,
visitors,
to greet
possibly, a governor. At the
sell copies of the 321-page
time, the story about Stanbook at 7 p.m. at the Calley's actions in dealing with
loway County Public Library.
the situation made news across
The book details the actions
country.
the
of former Gov. A.O. Stanley
is
who
Cunningham,
in preventing a lynch mob
briefly
speak
to
expected
from hanging an Africanabout the book and the story
American accused of the murbehind it, said during a preder of Murray Police Chief
vious visit to Murray that the story illustrates
Guthrie Diuguid.
Diuguid was shot three times and killed the need for advancement of social justice at
during an altercation with Lube Martin, a the turn of the 20th century.

What Would
Jesus Do?
By Richard Youngblood
Church of Christ Minister
easier to receive an uncomfortable truth.
There are people who
take great pride in the fact
that they always "speak their
mind" so everyone knows
where they stand. But some
things are just better left
unsaid. The best evidence
that this blunt approach does
not work is to try it on
those who speak so bluntly.
These are some of the first
people to react in anger. I
believe Jesus, the "meek and

Coffee is a
healthy source
of antioxidants
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Coffee not only helps clear the
mind and perk up the energy.
it also provides more healthful antioxidants than any other
food or beverage in the American diet, according to a study
.
released Sunday.
Of course, too much coffee
can make people jittery and
even raise cholesterol levels.
so food experts stress moderation.
The findings by Joe A. Vinson, a chemistry professor at
the University of Scranton, in
Pennsylvania, give a healthy
boost to the warming beverage.
"The point is. people are
getting the most antioxidants
from beverages. as opposed to
what you might think," Vinson said in A telephone interview.
Antioxidants. which are
thought to help battle cancer
and provide other health benefits, are abundant in grains,
tomatoes and many other fruits
and vegetables.
Vinson said he was researching tea and cocoa and other
foods and decided to study coffee, too.
His team analyzed the antioxidant content of more than 100
different food items, including
vegetables, fruits, nuts, spices,
oils and common beverages
They then used Agriculture
Department data on typical food
consumption patterns to calculate how much antioxidant each
food contributes to a person's
diet.
The average adult consumes
1.299 milligrams of antioxidants
daily from coffee. The closest
competitor was tea at 294 milligrams. Rounding out the top
five sources were bananas, 76
milligrams; dry beans. 72 milligrams; and corn, 48 milligrams. According to the Agriculture Department. the typical adult American drinks 1.64
cups of coffee daily.

gentle" Lord of compassion,
would encourage a more
thoughtful approach to the
way we communicate, without discoufaging open and
honest conversation.
May God bless you to
that end.
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org
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t Rivalry Renewed

It's
1 About
Time
1
4

Fountain of youth
Born in Nigeria, Okoye was going to school
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville junior
sold medical supdefensive tackle Amobi Okoye has always been before he was 2. Amobi's father
principal. With
a
school
was
mother
his
and
plies
precocious.
Edna Okoye took
He started high school when he was 12, became no alternative for day care,
sister to work
a Cardinal before he had a driver's license and was Amobi and his older brother and
her.
with
seathe youngest player in college football two
"I picked up on stuff," Amobi said. "I was
sons ago.
surrounded by people who were older than
always
age,"
his
on
"He's never done anything based
said his father, Augustine Okoye.
Seeking a more stable economy as Amobi
The 6-foot-I, 317-pound biology major is only
landed a job in
18 as he embraces a leadership role this season. entered his teens, Augustine Okoye
him there
followed
family
the
and
le,
Ala.
Huntsvil
12ththe
when
start
career
second
He'll make his
1999.
in
ranked Cardinals play at Kentucky on Sunday.
Amobi's older brother and sister enrolled in
"It's all a learning process, but I'm used to
High School and Amobi wanted to join them.
Lee
whose
doing things a step ahead," said Okoye,
first name translates from an African dialect as
•See Okoye Page 2C
'Nobody knows God's heart.'

• • For the first time in three
years, football players from
2v1urray and Calloway County
'ugh schools will set foot on the
*ne field when the 26-yearbid crosstown rivalry is
itnewed Friday night at Roy
:Stewart Stadium.
AP Photo
And I think I can speak for
the
talks
about
Okoye
Amobi
tackle
ve
defensi
lle
Louisvi
post everyone involved when I
the Big East Conference
the
in
s
chance
team's
l
footbal
say, it's
with Journalist Howie Lindsey, right, during media day at
about time!
inPetty
Cardinal Stadium in Louisville Aug. 6. The 12th-ranked
fighting is
Cardinals play at Kentucky on Sunday.
what put
this great
rivalry on
the shelf for
three long
years. All
the bickerSidelines ing robbed
true Laker
By SCOTT NANNEY
By Scott
and Tiger
Sports Editor
Nanney
fans of
Two separate weekend inciSports
some great
dents have resulted in the susEditor
football, not
pension of three Murray State
to mention a
football players.
According to a release from
'good payday at the ticket booth
the university, the MSU Public
for both schools.
It's silly NOT to play this
Safety office informed the
pine. And it most certainly
school's athletic department of
ould be played on the cornthe incidents — one of which
— neutral turf, that
on
occurred at an off-campus site
— of Murray State
and the other on campus.
The first incident, which
niversity.
Truth be told, the two
occurred off campus, involved a
ools need one another now
number of individuals, including
Murray State student-athletes. A
More than ever — like it or
non-student was injured in that
iltinp it!
incident. The second incident
C. Despite which side you may
occurred at the College Courts
be on Friday evening, the spirit
apartments, and resulted in one
of this contest could go a long
MSU student-athlete being
way in healing the deep-seeded
injured.
wounds inflicted during the
was
No student-athlete
recent school choice debate.
arrested in either incident, but
The game should be a
MSU athletic director Allen
unique opportunity to create a
Ward determined that an immesense of togetherness within the
diate response was warranted.
community and a chance for
display
to
"Since my arrival, I have
teams
both
of
fans
been clear." said Ward. "I will
their school spirit with good
not tolerate aggressive behavior
sportsmanship.
on the part of our student-athThe football nvalry between
letes that causes harm to another
these two schools is arguably
individual or causes this univerbigger than that of its basketball
sity embarrassment.
brethren simply because it's
"I will continue my review. If
played only once a year, which
the facts presented to me warcreates bragging rights for the
rant additional disciplinary
winning institution.
action, I will act accordingly."
Plus, this year's outcome
Racer head football coach
may be more important that any
Joe Pannunzio has declined to
of the previous 23 meetings
release the names of the three
considering that both teams
after
victory
a
players he suspended.
need
ely
desperat
"I'm extremely disappointbeginning their seasons in less
ed," he noted. "I expect my
than desirable fashions.
players to act like men, yet some
Neither the Lakers nor the
have chosen to act irresponsibly
Tigers have much to show for
and use extremely poor judgafter the first two Weeks of the
ment. As a result of their behav2005 season. The two squads
of
there are consequences."
ips
ior,
leadersh
— under the
The Racers are scheduled to
new head coaches Josh McKee!
open the 2005 season on
and Lee Edwards, respectively
Saturday at Mississippi State.
have been outscored by a
likes
the
by
126-27
d
combine
Of Dyersburg, Dyer County,
Lone Oak and Graves County.
Both teams have had their
own sets of problems through
the first two weeks, but a win
over your most heated rival
could cure a lot of ills.
For the Lakers, it would
even up this all-too-close series
at 12 games apiece, and it
would give a young and thin
Special to the Ledger
CCH*r, oster confidence to
The Murray State Racers
tacklei brutal remaining schedSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger S Times Photo
returned to the practice field on
ule that features games against
at
Tuesday for the first time in
Class 3A, First District rivals
during the Racers' public scrimmage Tuesday night
guard Darnell Hopkins dribbles toward the basket
Senior
son
presea
of
start
and
n
the
Tilghma
before
almost two days, facing heavy
Paducah
games
ion
exhibit
three
for
d
weeken
this
the RSEC. Murray State travels to Canada
winds and light rain along the
Hopkinsville, among others.
practice on Oct. 15.
way.
The Tigers, on the other
The Racers' practice on
hand, could make it four wins
six
last
the
in
was called off due to
y
Callowa
Sunday
over
their spring practices.
opportunity for his third Racer team to get how they conduct
and the threat of a
g
lightnin
Y
NANNE
SCOTT
By
get
•See SERIES Page 2C
time and to forge He told me to use the extra practice to
practice
extra
some
in
and Monday was
torm,
thunders
Sports Editor
that much
much-needed team chemistry was our system in. and then we'll be
off.
day
d
schedule
a
For the first time since a stunning loss some
ahead when practice starts for real in
up.
pass
to
good
too
we wanted to
ay),
"(Tuesd
last
in
to rival Southeast Missouri State
"The NCAA says that you're allowed October.
putting some motion
on
work
• kilicrolng is•So9mullsfrom the
nce
Confere
Valley
Ohio
spring's
"The biggest advantage is for our new
Murray High-Calloway County loolball
to take one of these trips every four years,
into our offense," Racer head
Tournament, the Murray State men's basrivalry. In 23 games, the Tigers lead the
your playing in guys. This gives them an early look at
when
year
a
during
not
but
coach Joe Pannunzio said. "We
of
front
in
d
series by 12-11 margin.
hardwoo
the
hit
ketball team
exempt tournament," Cronin explained. what we're trying to do and gets them
an
also worked hard on punt
ge
its home crowd during a public scrimma
1979: Murray 32. CAelloway Co. 6
"I thought, with having nine players back familiar with our basic offensive and
returns, and for the first time, we
Special
8
Co
Calloway
Regional
21,
the
Murray
at
19607
Tuesday night
from last year's team, this trip would be a defensive sets. As a staff, it gives us a
spent a lot of time on
1901: No Gains
Events Center.
good idea. It will be a great way to chance to evaluate personnel and see what
1962: Murray 6, Canoway Co. 3
Mississippi State's looks on
The public event, which drew around improve as a team and have some bonding we need to improve on," he added.
1963 Murray 28. Calloway Co. 7
offense and defense. I'm
both
19
Co.
1984: Murray 20, Calloway
people. preceded the program's first among the new guys with the returning
200
the
ge,
scrimma
's
Tuesday
we
beat the rain."
glad
During
6
Co.
Calloway
1995: Murray 28,
trip outside the United States since 1997. guys."
1986: Calloway Co. 9. Murray 7
Junior quarterback Ken
split into a blue team and a white
Racers
1967: Calloway Co. 34, Murray 0
Last night's workout was one of 10 team. In four five-minute segments, the
On Friday, the Racers will travel to
Topps looked efficient in a four1988: Calloway Co 34. Murray 7
will play practices the Racers are allowed under
they
where
Canada,
Ottawa.
31
wide-receiver set drill, easily
scored an unofficial 53-47 win.
team
white
1986'. Calloway Co. 37. Murray
NCAA rules before their international trip. Justin Orr led all scorers with 18 points,
three weekend exhibition games.
25- to 35-yard strikes to
1900: Calloway Co 23, Murray 12
tossing
1991: Calloway Co. 19, Murray 14
According to Cronin, the practice ses- while Darnell Hopkins added 10.
The first contest in the three-game trip
one of his receivers. Topps
1902 Murray 17. Calloway Co. 6
will come on Saturday at 2 p.m. against sions were important for both the coaches Holloway, a freshman from Decatur, Ala..
found sophomore receiver Rod
1993: Murray 27. Calloway Co. 7
1994: Murray 28, Calloway Co. 21
Royal Military Academy. Game 2 will and players alike — especially for new- tossed in 10 points, including a pair of 3Harper on one route, with
the
21
Murray
1995 Calloway Co. 24,
versus Ottawa comers Tony Easley, Tyler Holloway, Rob
p.m.
I
at
making a nice diving
Harper
Sunday
on
be
19
Murray
24,
pointers.
1996: Calloway Co.
Wright.
Marigis
and
game
Kennedy
final
and
12
third
Murray
keeping both feet
while
the
13,
catch
while
Co.
ty,
Universi
Calloway
1997.
The Racers begin preseason practices
"This situation is kind of like spring
1998: Murray 26, Calloway Co 14
against Carleton
.
7
at
inbounds
day
that
later
be
will
2005-06
the
begin
15, and will
law Murray 23, Calloway Co. 13
football." he noted. "I talked with (MSU on Oct.
University.
2000: Calloway Co. 42, Murray 7
season on Nov. 19 at Cincinnati.
about
zio)
(Pannun
Joe
coach)
111 See RACERS Page 2C
football
13
Co.
the
said
Calloway
2001: Murray 31,
MSU head coach Mick Cronin

Basketball, Eh?

Three Racers
suspended
from football

kfl

Ken on
'Topps' of his
game as
Racers return
to practice

Racers travel to Canada to play in three exhibition games

2002. Calloway Co. 36. Murray 8
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FLORIDA 7,ST. LOUIS 6

Marlins come back to reel in St. Louis
MIAMI (API — Carlos
Delgado and the Marlins caught
a break to pull off a comeback
that reminded manager Jack
McKeon of Florida's 2003
World Senes championship season.
Delgado hit a two-run triple
in the eighth inning, and Florida
recovered after blowing an early
lead to beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 7-6 on Tuesday night.
The Marlins (70-62) tied
Philadelphia for the NL wildcard lead after the Milks' 6-4
loss to the Mets. Florida is a
half-game ahead of New York
and Houston (both 69-62).
-This one looked a lot like
'03 when we kept pulling games
out," McKeon said. "We had
lost our touch at that, maybe
we're getting it back again.
Florida opened an early fourrun lead after Miguel Cabrera's
three-run homer in the third, but
fell behind for the first time

when Mark Grudzielanek's runscoring groundout put the
Cardinals ahead 5-4 in the
eighth.
Luis Castillo bunted for a
leadoff single to begin the bottom of the inning, Honda's first
hit off Matt Morris (14-6) since
Cabrera's 28th homer with no
outs in the third.
Cabrera singled to advance
Castillo to third and chase
Morris. Ray King relieved and
got ahead in the count 0-2 on
Delgado before the Marlins
slugger drove a liner beyond
nght fielder Larry Walker that
rolled to the wall in right-center.
-Not to run excuses out, but I
had it off the bat, lost it in the
lights, it came out of the lights.
and it was too late," Walker said.
"Simple as that."
Juan Encarnacion hit a sacrifice fly off Julian Tavarez to
score pinch-runner Chris Aguila.
Guillermo Mota(2-2) pitched

rr SCOREBOARD

two innings for the win. Todd
Jones allowed pinch-hitter John
Mabry's home run in the ninth
before earning his 32nd save in
34 chances.
"It's a good feeling,"
Delgado said. -This is why I'm
here. I take a lot of pride in getting big hits and driving in big
runs."
Grudzielanek homered and
had four RBIs for the Ni
Central-leading Cardinals.
"Yeah, we're leading the
division by 15 games, but we go
out there and play every game
AP Photo
just like it's the last,"
Delgado
Carlos
Florida's
Grudzielanek said.
Matt Treanor hit an RBI sin- (25) is congratulated by
Juan
gle in the second, and Cabrera teammate
made it 4-0 in the third as the Encarnacion (43) after
Marlins had three straight hits Delgado hit a two-run triple
off Morris in both innings.
off St. Louis' Ray King in
"It was down and in and he the eighth inning Tuesday
just dropped the head on it." in Miami. The Marlins won
Morris said of the pitch he threw
7-6.
to Cabrera.

NFL ROUNDUP
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Motional League Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
74 57 565
Monte
70 82 530 4 1/2
Florida
70 82 530 4 1/2
Philadelphia
5
09 62 527
New Vbrk
8
se 63 519
Washington

Central Division
L Pa
W

GB
—
84 49 632
14
89 62.527
1/2
64 88.48519
63 69 47720 1/2
Chicago
21
62 69 473
Cincinnati
55 77 41728 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
65 66.496
San Diego
455 51,2
73
61
Arizona
60 72 455 5 1/2
Los Angeles
7
58 73 443
San Francisco
52 80 30413 1/2
Colorado

St Louis
Houston
IANeaukee

Tuesday's Games
Florida 7, St. Louis 6
N.Y. Meta 6. Phiiscleiprue 4
Washington 3, Atlanta 2
Houston 5, Cincinnati 2
Chicago Cubs 6, L.A. Dodgers 3
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 0
San Diego 5, Arizona 3
San Francisco 4, Colorado 3
Wedneeday's Games
Pittsburgh (Redman 5-14) at Milwaukee
(Drew 9-7), 105 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(Lowe 8-13) at Chicago
Cubs(Rusch 5-7), 1:20 p.m.
Arizona (Vazquez 10-13 at San Diego
(Park 3-1), Z35 p.m.
Colorado (Francis 12-9) at San
Francisco (Correia 2-5), 2:35 p in
Washington (Loaiza 9-9 and
L.Hemandez 14-6) at Atlanta (Thomson
3-4 and Ramirez 10-8), 1. 3:35 p.m
St Louis(Support 12-10) at Florida
—(9141111-54). 6:05 p.m.
Pillidelphia (Myers 11-6) at N.Y. Mats
(Palertinez 13-5). 8:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (C.laussen 9-8) at Houston
(Pettitte 12-9), 7:05 p.m.
Thursday's Gaines
PhiitiliMPhis (Lieber 12-12) at N V k4ets
(Glavin. 10-11), 12:10 p.m_
Washington (Armes 7-7) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 13-8), 635 p.m.
San Diego (Eaton 9-3) at Milwaukee
(Melling 1-0), 7:05 p.m.
Cindnnab (Harang 9-11) at Houston
(Oswalt 15-11), 7.05 p.m

American League Standings
Ali noes CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
76 54.585
Boston
2 1/2
57.566
74
New York
68 65 50410 1/2
Toronto
61 70 46815 1/2
Baltimore
55 78_41422 1/2
Tampa Bay
Control Division
L Pct GB
W
—
80 50.615
Chicago
7
74 58.581
Cleveland
11
70 62.530
Minnesota
1/2
62 67 48117
Detroit
38
42 88 323
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
75 56.573
Oakland
2
73 58.557
Los Angeles
1/2
63 69_47712
Texas
19
75.427
56
Seattle
Tuesday's Games
Texas 8. Chicago White Sox 6, 1st
game
Chicago White Sox 8. Texas 0. 2nd
game
Boston 7, Tampa Bay 6
Detroit at Cleveland. ppd rain
Toronto 7. Baltimore 2
Minnesota 7. Kansas City 4
Seattle 8, N Y Yankees 3
Oakland 2. LA Angels 1, 11 innings
Wedneeday's Games
Chicago White Sox (0.Hernanbez 8-6)
at Texas (Los 6-4). 1:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Loh*. 8-12) at Kansas City
(Wood 4-5). 110 p.m.
Detroit (Maroth 11-12) at Cleveland
(Lee 14-4), 6:05 p.m,
Tampa Bay (Fossurn 8-10) at Boston
(Wakefield 13-10), 605 p.m
Baltimore (Chen 10-8) at Toronto
(Chem 11-7), 6:07 p.m.
N Y Yankees(R Johnson 12-8) at
Seattle (F.Hemandez 2-1), 905 p.m.
Oakland (Blanton 8-9) at L.A. Angels
(Lackey 10-5). 905 p.m.
Thursday's Games
N.Y. Yankees (JarWright 4-2) at Seattle
(Pineiro 5-9), 3.35 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Waechter 5-8) at Boston
(Arroyo 10-9), 605 p.m
Baltimore (Penn 2-2) at Toronto
(McGowan 1-2). 6:07 p.m.
Detroit (Douglass 5-2) at Chicago White
Sox (Contreras 9-7), 7:05 p.m
Texas (Rogers 11-7) at Kansas City
(Howell 1-4), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Harden 10-5) at L.A. Angels
(E.Santana 7-6), 9:05 p.m.

Another Racer who has
shown vast improvement over
the course of fall practice is
freshman Matt Radke. Radke,
recruited as a tight end, has successfully made the transition to
long snapper. where an immediBy The Associated Press
ate replacement was needed to
The Cincinnati Bengals gave up onY-Peter
on
pick
replace last year's starter, Billy
round
first
former
the
Warrick. cutting
Sybesma.
Tuesday, the day Ng.teams were required to get
Radke hal put every snap tis
down to 65 players.
the punter right on the numbers,
The move came;day-after/se injury-plagued
and every snap to field goal
Warrick asked to:.hr,released if the Bengals had
holder Ryne Salyer has also
written him out of tDir plans. He has played in
been crisp and accurate.
failinjuries,
of
because
game
only one preseason
Racers he The Pros: Former
ing to catch a pass.
State wide receiver
Murray
Price,
Peerless
Atlanta, meanwhile. dumped
is making a
Swinton
Reggie
another one-time top receiver. His problem was
for himself in the NFL as a
name
quartercut
Chicago
inefficiency and salary. And
kickoff and punt returner.
back Chad Hutchinson, who had been the starter
Last Saturday. Swinton's
string
fourth
to
demoted
for two games, but was
ard kickoff return for a
102-y
after two dismal showings in exhibition games.
touchdown marked the Houston
The fourth overall pick in the 2000 draft,
Texans' only touchdown in a 21Warrick arrived in Cincinnati looking to transfer
9 loss to the Dallas Cowboys.
his magic from national champion Florida State to
Swinton's return, as well as his
the bumbling Bengals. They failed to kake the
shoulder shimmy and backflip
playoffs or have a winning season during his five
celebration, made several sports
years. and Warrick had only one notable season.
youth and maturity. Each school
highlights around the nation.
From Page 1C
to Tedslaiirt him, but that
He caught 79 passes for 819 yards in 2003,cartouchdown.
offered,
the
With
"The school board thought,
ried lit times for 157 yards, scored eight touchSwinton joined Ike Taylor of the for my age, I needed to go back wasn't what Okoye wanted to
and
downs and started looking like the shifty playmakhear.
Steelers
Pittsburgh
to middle school," Amobi said.
er the Bengals thought they were drafting.
"I had concerns about
DeAndra Cobb of the Atlanta "I said, 'No, this is the right
Warrick tore knee cartilage in mid-December
Falcons as the only three players grade for me and I am in a new whether I was ready for college,
AP Photo
to return a kickoff for a touch- country and I want to be with but there were no doubts," he
2003, had anhroscopic surgery and missed only
said.
one game. It was the start of leg problems that cost Cincinnati's Peter Warrick (80) is shown in down in the preseason.
my family.' I didn't really think
Auburn looked at Okoye
Swinton currently ranks first about having only older kids
this 2003 Hie photo. Warrick, hobbled by a
him his job and, eventually, his roster spot.
when Bobby Petrino was still
A small crack in a bone by the, knee limited him leg injury last year. was released Tuesday in the NFL preseason in kick around me."
the Tigers' offensive coordinato four games and II catches last season, his most by the Bengals. who have depth remaining return average, returning six
With his father's help. Arnobi
kickoff returns for 202 yards for convinced the principal to give tor. Petrino became Louisville's
exasperating in Cincinnati. He missed the mini- In their receiving Corps.
an average of 33.7 yards. him two weeks of classes to coach in December 2002 and
camps and the start of training camp while the leg
to offer
cost them a first-round draft pick.
Swinton has also helped make
healed.
he'd jumped on the chance
the the Texans the top team in the prove himself. By the end,
with
season
career
a
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p.
coming
him
a
scholarshi
was
Price
this
game
Warrick played in only one preseason
been moved into advanced algepasses for 1,252 passes and nine preseason in punt return yardage
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2002,
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(16.4
a
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"He came home on the day
it was unbelievable that
a go-to receiver.
yardage (29.7 per return).
weeks ended and I asked thought
pass. Then, he sat out practices last week because Michael Vick
two
his
Texans head coach Dom him what happened," his father here was a 15-year-old kid with
But the move never worked out. Price had only
of a tender hamstring.
and
season,
last
those skills and that level of
ns
was quoted as saying.
touchdow
Capers
three
and
"He said, 'Daddy. I told
"There is some disappointment involved in 45 catches
Michael "There's no question in my said.
behind
team
maturity. It was a great find."
second
to
demoted
was
he
said.
you you didn't have to worry
making this move," coach Marvin Lewis
play-makmore
Okoye appeared in all 13
have
camp.
we
mind
training
into
coming
about that."
"But I believe it's in the best interests of the Jenkins
as a freshman in 2003,
games
a presea- ing ability on our special teams
in
n
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a
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Price
When
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a
later,
A short time
Bengals and Peter to go forward."
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13 tackles, including a
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son game, his
break led him to football. An
The Bengal% also placed starting safety Kim
after the 21-9 loss to the assistant coach substituted for sack. The reality of college life
time,"
Mora
Jim
coach
here,"
fit
good
a
not
just
"It's
Flemng on injured reserve with a shoulder injury
set in the following summer.
the bottom line. It's my hope that Cowboys.
one of Amobi's teachers, saw
and signed safety lfeanyi Ohalete, cut by Arizona, said. -That's
Swinton's 2005 preseason Amobi and asked him to try out when he stayed in Louisville to
team."
another
with
productive
be
and
on
go
he'll
and former Green Bay linebacker Hannibal
work out with his teammates.
resume also includes a 57-yard for the team.
Eagles
Navies.
"I was used to having sumpunt return and one touchdown
the
during
from
shot
.
away
shied
McDougle
Amobi
Jerome
Defensive end
The Falcons signed Price signed to a $37 milone
off," he said. "I started
him
mers
makes
which
reception,
July, will miss at least six
invitation until one of his new
lion contract with a $10 million signing bonus a robbery attempt in
thoughts like. 'Well, I'm
having
three Texans to catch a
only
of
friends, Bradley Nall, irked him
season.
after getting him from Buffalo in a 2003 trade that weeks of the regular
all by myself. I've got to make
touchdown this preseason.
with a challenge.
my own decisions."
In four NFL seasons (two
"I remember him telling me,
His family was never worDetroit
the
with Dallas, two with
that.
do
to
want
'Nah, you don't
Lions), Swinton boasts two You'll get broken out there," ried:
"That boy might be 18, but
receiving touchdowns, two kick- Amobi said.
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thinks like he's 26," said
and
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touchdow
return
off
ty
Communi
Amobi had seen games as a
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Staff Report
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Augustine
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touchdown
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boy on television in Nigeria, but
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Calloway County High School was available at press time.
rosOkoye recorded 26 tackles
NFL
on
still
are
Gallishaw
kills,
two
recorded
Dial
they were fighting," he said.
CCHS also dropped its Jessica
solleyball team fell to homesanother sack in 2004. Now.
Titans)
with
e
(Tennesse
White
ters.
Mandie Schroeder, Megan
Nonetheless, Amobi joined
tanding Christian Fellowship in Monday home match against while
ta
NFL dreams like any
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(Minneso
Gallishaw
and
each
Kelly
Abby
and
2000
Newben-y
in
the high school team
two sets during prep action Community Christian Academy.
but if that doesn't
Sept.
player,
until
other
last
to
hope
Vikings)
and two years later, earned allfalling in two sets by scores of added one.
Tuesday night.
he'll aim to become a
happen,
final cuts will be
all
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4,
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action
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Calloway
14-year-ol
a
state honors as
The Lady Lakers, now 2-5 on 25-9 and 25-15.
pediatrician, a career choice
made and NFL rosters must be senior.
Teala Penick led the way for Thursday at Marshall County.
partly inspired by the birth of his
reduced to 53 players.
of
attention
the
He caught
sister, Chinwe.
now-5-year-old
Wary lispert Amazingly, several
Southeastern
every single Racer who did not Conference schools — and
have class was in a practice uni- Louisville — but faced quesform on Tuesday, meaning that tions from all of them about his
Lindy Seitor
no one was held out for injuries.
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Warrick cut by Bengals, Price by Falcons
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meetings of the series.
Murray could also find the solutions to its porous offensive line
play and for a defense that has
given up more than a few big
plays in the first two weeks.
All in all, it's a critical night
for both schools in more ways

than one.
So here's the challenge.
Murray High and Calloway: Put
your differences aside for at
least three hours, and let's
enjoy some good, old-fashioned
football — rivalry style!
It's about time, don't you
think?

SportsBriefs
•The Joe Pannunzio Radio Show will begin on Monday at 6 p.m. at
:he Big Apple Cab. Murray State football fans are encouraged to attend
and be a gold Ihe five audience that asks Pannunzio questions. The
show rAl be hdd at the Big Apple each Monday throughout MSU football and beeholbel Seasons

TV, radio
wm.d.y.Aug. 31
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN — Chicago White Sox at Texas
1:10 p.m.
WGN — LA. Dodgers at Chicago
Cubs
6 p.m.
ESPN — Regionai coverage, St Louis
at Florida or Washington at Atlanta
9 pm.
ESPN2 — Regional coverage.
Oakland at L.A. Angsiss or N.Y
Ventures at Semis

TIMMS
pm.
USA — U S Open, mites first and
women's second round, at New York
WA
7 pm.
ESPN2 — Pisycas first round, game 1

Guilty plea entered in U.S. District
Court in child pornography case

MPD officers complete
supervision academy
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RICHMOND, Ky. — Two Murray Police Department officers
were among the officers who recently completed the Department
of Criminal Justice Training's Academy of Police Supervision.
MPD's Todd Clere and Tracy Guge were among the class of
16 officers from agencies across Kentucky that were recognized
last week.
The APS, also referred to as the sergeant's academy, is a threeweek, 120-hour training program for newly promoted sergeants
or officers who are on their agency's promotion list.
While in the course, students participate in classes focusing on
the role of a supervisor, as well as leadership, resolving conflict,
managing diversity, monitoring officer performance, professional image, legal issues for supervisors, ethics, interpersonal communication, effective written communication, making decisions,
solving problems, managing critical incidents, public speaking,
emotional survival, budgeting, media relations and others.
Tbe APS is a stepping stone to the Criminal Justice Executive
Development program, which is a five-week advanced leadership
course offered once a year for supervisors at Kentucky's small
and medium-size law enforcement agencies.

New Concord man
dies after gun battle
By GLENN TANNER
The Pans Post-lntelligencer
PARIS, Tenn. — A Kentucky
man died of an apparently selfinflicted gunshot wound at his
mother's home northwest of
Paris after a gun battle with his
stepfather early Saturday.
The body of William Darrell
Meadows, 44, of New Concord,
was found by Henry County
Sheriff's Department officers
investigating a 911 call at 395
Peaceful Meadows Lane off
Hightsay 69 northwest.
Meadow's stepfather, James
E. Felock, 59, was taken by
ambulance to Henry County
Medical Center with a gunshot
wound to his left arm. He later
was transferred to Vanderbilt
Medical Center in Nashville. A
Sheriff's Department investigator said the wound was not
thought to be life-threatening.
The incident began at 12:06
a.m. when Meadows' mother,
Sandy Felock, of the same
address, called the Sheriff's
Department to report an
unknown person was trying to
break into her home. The susas
pect. later identified
Meadows, was trying to kick the
door in,reavi was, ntaing threats
to kill heriand Felock.
Mrs. Felock told 'officers he
had pointed the gun at her, and
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1999 Chevy Blazer LS 4 WD
2001 Mercury Grand Marquis
1 Owner. Only 38K

11
iBALL
at Texas

•
•
•
•
• Locally Owned & Operated

Pictured are two dogs available at the MurrayCalloway County Animal Shelter. The one on the left
is a female adult shepherd mix named Tami, and the
one on the right is a 6-year-old male collie/shepherd
mix named Murray. For additional information, contact animalshelter@murray-ky.net.

1997 Olds Silhouette Van
Leather Loaded
2003 Ford Ranger Edge 4 WD
Low Miles, One Owner
1998 Chevy Cavalier
4 Dr., Auto., 66K Miles
2002 lsuzu Trooper Sport Pkg.
Low Miles
2004 Toyota Matrix
Sunroof, Auto., Low Miles
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his efforts had helped to track
and initiate prosecution of more
than 500 people while casting a
net to catch pedophiles. He later
told KSP officials that he was
working as a private investigator
when state police arrived at his
home to advise him to stop
impersonating a law enforcement officer.
Upon seeing pornography on
Wallace's computer, police
seized the equipment and discovered he was running a file
transfer from which an individual could receive three images
of child pornography in
exchange for one image. Copies
of the images were sent to the
Center for Missing and
Exploited Children where officials identified 25 known victims of child pornography. The
FBI assisted Kentucky State
Police during the investigation.

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!
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The plea was enter before
U.S. District Judge Thomas B.
Russell. Wallace could face up
to 15 years in prison, a $250,000
fine and up to three years of
supervised release following
Incarceration. He is scheduled to
be sentenced at 11:30 a.m. Dec.
9 in Paducah.
An investigation of Wallace's
actions began after an Internet
service provider became aware
of his child sexual exploitation
activities on an Internet "chat"
site for pre-teens and contacted
the' Kentucky State Police. In a
letter. Wallace told the service
provider he was working with
the FBI, U.S. Customs Service,
U.S. Attorney General's Office
and the Kentucky State Police
on an Internet child pornography ring task force when his
was discontinued,
service
according to the release.
He also told the Internet company, according to the release,

Staff Report
Murray Ledger,& Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — A
Murray man pleaded guilty in
U.S. District Court to 17 counts
of receiving and distributing
more than 1,200 images of child
pornography.
Ronald Eugene Wallace, 31,
admitted that between August
1998 and December 2002 that
he knowingly received about
721 visual depictions of child
pornography via the Internet at
his Riviera Courts home of
minors engaging in sexually
explicit conduct, according to a
release from the U.S. attorney's
office.
Wallace further admitted that
between December 1999 and
December 2002 he knowingly
distributed 512 digital files of
children engaged in sexual acts
with adults that he had advertised over the Internet, according to the release.

told her he was going to kill
them both. She then shut the
door and called 911.
Before officers could get to
the scene, Felock arrived home
and was met by Meadows as he,
Felock, pulled into the home's
driveway. Meadows allegedly
fired on Felock with a .380-caliber semi-automatic handgun.
Felock returned fire with a second .380-caliber semi-automatic
handgun he kept in his vehicle
before Meadows ran away from
the-house.
Officers arriving on the scene
found Felock in the home's
kitchen with his arm over the
sink. He told officers he wasn't
sure if he had shot the suspect or
not.
While checking the area, officers found a van parked about
100 yards from the home.
Meadows' body was found near
the van with an apparently selfinflicted gunshot wound to the
mouth, as well as gunshot
wounds to the right side and
ankle. The handgun was found
near the body.
Meadows allegedly had made
recent threats of suicide prior to
the incident. His body was sent
to Nashville for an autopsy. The
case is still under investigation
by CID officers, but no charges
are expected.
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All Clearance Merchandise

Junior - Missy - Plus - Mens - Accessories
An example
of your savings on
Clearance Apparel &
Accessory Purchase:

Original Price $39.99
Clearance Price $20.00
-5.00
Lou 25%

YOU PAY $15.00
You Save $25.00

visit our mow‘011110,1111111.04011110v-iconnoction.com
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER $ 708 NORTH 12TH STREET.MURRAY, KY 762-9933
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HEALTH
Medicare frustration exhibited by Puryear man

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Eighty-year-old Puryear resident
Ralph Berrera has a hepato-cellular carcinoma, a cancerous growth on his
liver.
He needs an operation to remove the
cancer; however before that can happen
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
need to know where the cancer is located in the liver and whether it has spread
to other parts of the body or an operation may be rendered useless
That determination can only be
made by an expensive test.
So what's the problem? Barrera is on
Medicare and Medicare has refused to
pay... at least, so far.
Barrera, who is also care-giver for
his ailing wife. Beatrice, said he doesn't
understand how something that is so
basic to possibly saving his life is not
‘avered by federal healthcare program
tor the elderly, but he is hoping pro'ram officials will have a change of

mind.
"I think they're
reluctant to pay,"
Barrera said during
an
interview
Wednesday as he
helped his wife exit
her doctor's office
and enter the front
seat of the couple's
car. "I think they
Sanwa
will pay, eventually.
I hope so."
He has Medicare supplemental
insurance, but the company won't pay
unless Medicare pays.
Dr.. Robin M. Floyd, of Radiology
Associates of Murray, says the test is
needed to determine where the cancer is
located in Barrera's liver and whether
or not it has spread to the rest of his
body before Barrera's surgeon, Dr.
James Dowdy, can operate.
According to Floyd, Barrera needs a
fusion PET-CT test to determine

whether or not his cancer has spread to
other parts of the body. The test combines the standard CAT-scan with the
readout from a irradiated glucose solution injected into the body that concentrates in areas of heightened metabolism caused by the abnormally-high cell
growth associated with cancer. The test
could help save Barrera the pain and
expense of a possibly useless operation,
but it costs as much as $5,000 to
$10,000.
"We want to take out that part of the
liver that is involved with surgery, but
in order to do that we need to know
which areas in the liver are involved
with the cancer and whether or not the
cancer has spread outside of the liver,"
Floyd said. "It will do no good to take
out the whole liver if the cancer has
spread somewhere else."
Floyd said he has beep in contact
with Barrera's Medicare provider in
Louisville about the situation, but, so
far, without results.
"Here is a man that has paid into the

system his whole life thinking it will
take care of him." Floyd said, pointing
out that he thinks the case puts a face on
the state of health care and health insurance plans nationwide. "So far, we've
run into nothing, but dead ends."
Barrera said that he still has hope
that Medicare will help pay for the test.
"Everybody says they should," he
said. "After all, I'm a veteran of World
War II. Why they pay on some things
and not on others I don't know."
Barrera said that he has considered
contacting his congressional representatives; Rep. John S. Tanner, a
Democrat representing Tennessee's
Eighth District, or U.S. Sen. Bill Frist, a
Republican and Senate president, for
some help. A spokesman for Tanner
said Thursday that the congressman
was not aware of the situation and
could not address individual cases publicly. A spokesman in Frist's office
deferred the inquiry to the senator's
press office and then to his state office
where he said it must be reviewed.

Patient database is goal for Kentucky

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
We've only
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
begun to
laxaors would have immediate
access to patients' medical histoscratch the surface of
ries. allowing them to cut medication errors by catching men- the potential for e-A:tally harmful drug-to-drug: Health to transform
.combinations. Recommended
IninfOrmation on how to treat 47 health care in our
particular patient would pop up state and
our country.
in seconds— all electronically
,)ver a statewide network.
Picture the Internet.
Similar to how banking customers can view their statements
Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and access accounts without
ever going to a bank, doctors board.
would have immediate access to
Experts are hoping the state's
patients' medical histories, Dr. plan to eventually digitize
James Holsinger, secretary of patients' medical histories puts
the Cabinet for Health and Kentucky at the forefront of a
Family Services, said. Patients' national trend to improve inforpermission would be required.
mation technology in the med"The key thing is to allow the ical arena.
patients' individual medical
"We've only begun to scratch
information to he where they are the surface of the potential fore%%hen they need that informa- Health to transform health care
tion," Holsinger said.
in our state and our country,"
Such innovation as envi- Fletcher said in a statement.
sioned for . Kentucky's "e- "Technology can make health
Health" network is still in the care safer, faster and more effiplanning stages. But it took a cient."
step closer to reality last week
After previously unsuccesswhen Gov. Ernie Fletcher filled ful legislative attempts, the
the "e-Health" board responsi- General Assembly passed the
ble for guiding Kentucky's "e-Health" law earlier this year.
efforts.
It allowed for the establishment
Murray physician Dr. Robert of a statewide network, which
Hughes was appointed to that would be overseen by the board.
The board includes doctors,

IP

representatives from the pharmaceutical industry and hospital
and insurance executives. It will
be headed by University of
Kentucky President Lee Todd
and University of Louisville
President James Ramsey and
includes various state administrators and elected officials.
Under the plan, UK and U
L would conduct most research.
The e-Health board will oversee
the network's development.
Initially, panelists have to
establish system standards to
make the systems compatible
with other states.
Patients shouldn't be leery
about having their medical
information available electronically, Holsinger said.
"The level of security will be
no different than that of the
financial institutions have to
deal with because it's the same
level of sensitivity," Holsinger
said. "It will be as secure as any
network in any hospital. The
security levels should exceed
that what you would normally
find in place today."
Democratic state Sen. Daniel
Mongiardo, a doctor from
Hazard who pusLed the legislation, said he's expecting the program to help doctors treat
patients more accurately and
efficiently.
It should reduce medical
costs and errors, he said. With a

few keystrokes, a doctor could
retrieve valuable information
about a patient's medical history, he said.
If implemented properly, the
system could catapult Kentucky
to the forefront of information
technology in the medical industry. It could entrench the state as
the "backbone of the national ehealth network." Mongiardo
said.
Despite being on the cutting
edge when it comes to medicine
and treatments, the health industry has lagged in information
technology, Mongiardo said.
The e-Health plan could serve as
the impetus for a "major transformation" in the health care
industry that would eventually
lead to better care at more
affordable rates, Mongiardo
said.
"It can make Kentucky the
crossroads where health care,
research and information technology meets," Mongiardo said.
"And that's really what's been
lacking in the transformation of
the health care industry."

Frist's state office said they could not
comment on constituent appeals to the
news media.
Efforts by the Murray Ledger cif
limes to reach Adminstar Federal, the
state's Medicare administrator, by email and telephone for comment concerning why the test is not covered
were unsuccessful. Floyd said he has
also tried without success and is now
awaiting an answer to his inquiries by
mail.
Barrera is trying to be optimistic
about the situation as he waits to see
what happens.
"We'll see what they do," he said. "It
could save my life for a few more years
or however long it will be."
Floyd said Ban-era will get the test
whether Medicare pays or not.
"Mr. Barrera will get the test," Floyd
said. "We don't allow people to go
without health care around here
because they can't afford it, but
Medicare should pay."

Darling named to
Christian Counseling
Center staff
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Christian Counseling Center is
pleased to announce the addition of Sara Darling, MMFT, to its
staff. Darling, who is from Muskogee. Okla.. is a graduate of
Abilene Christian University in Abilene, Texas.
Darling possesses skills in martial therapy and family therapy,.
as well as individual therapy. She has interest in postpartum
depression, miscarriages and other women-related issues. She is
trained in working with children and teens as well. She is now
accepting new clients and they can be seen in a timely manner.
The Christian Counseling Center is located at 2820 Jefferson
St. in Paducah, adjacent to the Broadway Church of Christ. The
center also has five other satellite offices in Benton and Murray
in Kentucky, as well as the two offices in Martin and Paris in
Tennessee.
Appointments can be made by calling the Christian
Counseling Center at 270-442-5738 or toll-free at 888-328-8560.
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HONORING OUR
AMERICAN HEROES

In honor of our veterans and soldiers who still serve and protect this great
land, we will be having our fourth annual "Honor Our American Heroes
Day." Joining us will be local war veteran Ed Harrell who will give an
exciting account of his shipwreck survival. Special guests that day will be
Pastor Marc & wife, Lynda Unger from Exeter, CA, who's son, David, died
in Iraq while serving in the U.S. Army. An inspiring DVD presentation
of his testimony will be shown. Also, many active-duty military personnel
will be present. This day will be a great time to show your appreciation
and heart-felt gratitude for all those who help keep America free. Come
and salute some of America's finest heroes.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH

Along with sampling our free Dippin' Dots, you're invited
to get a taste of what everyday confidence is all about.
Join us *tenter 2 for our Customer Appreciation Day at Regions Bank We'll have free Dippin'
Dots and giveaways. Pius, we will be announcing the winner of our $100 Gas Cards!
So drop by to say hello. And see what everyday confidence can do for you.
Customer Appreciation Day. September 2, 2005 j 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.1All Kentucky
offices in Ballard, Calloway, Graves, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken.

Sunday, September 11 - Service 10:30 a.m.
Pastor Joey Adair
Special Music and Inspirational Preaching
Nursery Provided

LOCATED 1 MILE EAST ON HWY.94
(270) 753-1834

Everyday confidence.

REGIONSL

